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EDITORIAI. COI\4METiTT

ALGEHIA ANI] SOIIALISM
Elsewhere in this issue we present an article by the well-known
Algerian Communist Henri Alleg on the Charter of Al$ers-the pro.
gram charting the *Algerian way'' to socialism. Drawn up by the
B-en Bella
the Charter takes on added interest in-the-light
_regime,
of Ben Bella's ouster in the June 19 coup.
On that date, a group in the government headed by Houari
Boumedienne, head of the Algerian army, and Foreign Minister Abdel
Aziz Bouteflika, deposed Ben Bella from the presidency and placed
him under arrest. Boumedienne charged him with "adventurism and
political charlatanry'' and declared that there would be no change
in government policy. But it soon became apparent that this was no
mere change of personalities, and that while Boumedienne declared
himself for socialism, his concept of socialism was different from that

of the Charter.

Further indications o{ the character of the change came with tho
occurrence of mass anti-Boumedienne demonstrations and the killing
of demonstrators. Abroad, the coup was denounced by Nasser and by
Castro. A number of countries, among them several African states and
the Soviet Union, withheld recognition. The fuian-African conference,
scheduled to be held in Algiers on June 29, was cancelled.
The coup, it is clear by now, was a reactionary step, a turning away
from the Charter. Yet 'there is much which remains unclear and
puzzhng, The course of the new regime is marked by a certain ,amount
of vagueness and ambiguity. Lacking in popular support at home
and among the liberated counhies abroad, the group which overthrew
Ben Bella appears uncertain and unready to pursue a firm course.
Alleg's article helps to shed some light on this. In his discussion
of the diverse class forces in Algeria, he points out that this diversity
is reflected in the government itself. This helps to explain why such
a coup could occur, and it indicates that the group in Power is by no
means homogeneous. At the same time, it makes clear that such a coup
aids reaction, whatever the good intentions of any of its participants.
The future, therefore, is at this moment uncertain. The Charter,
though blocked, is by no means abandoned. The continuation of
popJm struggles in Algeria can reverse the present- course. The
pi"tor" which Alleg paints can become again the path of the Algerian
people. We are conffdent that it will.
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GUS HATL
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to Conduct Discussion
This is 1 very serious and difficult undertaking, which wirl require. much study and &ssussion. At the outset, I want to say
something about the
process of discussion, because this wil bL
in many _ways the real test of our leadership. It can become a
proc-ess through which our Party leadership can rise to a new
height. If we conduct it properly, this diicussion can estabrish
our collective leadership on a new level. In other word.s, the discussion itself can be a historic "experiencg" as the youth called
Hous

The f,ommunist Farty Prugram
(Editor{ Notez 'Ihe preparation of a program of the CPUSA is now
under way. The articie wtiictr follows presents the content of a
soeech o#nine a discussion of an initial- draft outline at a recent

n^atiorul gather"ing. On the basis of this discussion a ffrst draft is being
orenared] to be completed within the next few months. With its

'*pp'""r*rr"u, full-scale^discussion on the program will open both in
tfiJ prg"r of. political Affairs and in a speclal discussion bulletin to be
issu6d"regularly. We feel, however, that_ the speech itself .offers a
number il imprtant questions for consideration and that it is not
necessary to ari,ait the-appearance of the draft to open discussion. It
has been agreed, theref6fo, that starting with next month a special
section will- be set aside for articles and eommunications on any
questions having to do with the program. We invite our readers to
&rntribute their" views, to be pu6lis[ed either in this magazine ot
in the discussion bulletin')

Party? What do the
What is the program of the
""*-"*ra
solution to the
communist
is
the
what
for?
communists stand
is _your answer
What
autornation?
frour
difficult probleans arising
discrimination
ending
to
resis,tance
to the iontinued stubborn
shield the
to
propose
do
How
you
against our Negro citizens?
be
socialism
States
United
will
*Iorld f"o* a nrrclear war? What
view
do-you
How
socialism?
like? How do you ProPose to achieve
the status of tire Unitea States working class, of the trade unionsP
What is your attitude to the struggle for democracy?
These ,r" ro*" of the questions our fellow Americans are asking
us in ever greater numbers. They are questions rising from the
experiences of battle, questions that reflect the probing of incr6asing numbers of people for more basic solutions. They reflect
the political and econornic currents, the rumblings_ of a- social uprrtg". Th"y are the questions of people in struggle, of masses in
motion.

Because of these demands, we cannot p'ut off any longer the
task of writing a basic Program of the Communist Party of the
United States.
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the school they recently attended.
I think we can start the discussion with the assumption that
there are-- going
.to be differences among us on some questions.
There will be differences because there aie a nir.rmber of areas in
which we have no,t yet hammered out a unified position. There
will be differences on emphasis> on approach to sornJ questions, and
on estimates of developments and problems. I think we can also
assume that we will be able to ,esolre most of these differences. But
we should assume further that there will be some questions whoso
solution will have to wait for more experience, aid should not
be &sturbed if there are questions which we cannot resolve at
this point.
Is it unusual for our Party to hold a discussion in which we
Isrow there will be differences? I don't think so. But it fs somewha;t
unusual for us to say so openly. I think it is better, however, to
approach the discussion on that basis. A discussion of differences
cr1" b-" dangerous to the Party only if we let it get out of hand.
The first test of our. leadership, tLerefore, will b"e to accept the
responsibilities of a discussion of this nature. And there is a ierious
responsibility for each of us, individually and collectively-a responsibility not to permit the discussion to beoome subje'otive or
personal, not to_ permit it to become unnecessarily polemical, and
not to permit derogatory inferences from positions taken by comrades. rt is especially incumbent on all of us not to conduct private
carnp'aigns for individual viewpoints or positions. Let thes-e rest
on their merits and let them be discusied openly in meetings,
without private rounding up of support by anyone.
We should also assume that we will be discussing new posi_
tions in new areas; and here especially is where differences can
develop. And we should assume that we are all going to change
in the course of this discussion, because it deals *itt -*ry funda_
mental positions of our Party. The fact is, of course, that one can-
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of a
not learn or mature politically without changing' Members.
exanothet's
one
from
gain understanding and stature

"ofi*u""
periences.

*

would suggest, therefore, that during the discussion we each
inveotask ourselve, ir"ry so often: "Am I adding heat.or^-ideas'

I

i"",o'concepts?Amlconstructiveordestructive?,,Weshou]d
il"u, in mind that the discussion must be comradely Td without
,rrrru""rr*y heat. I meal Perconal heat-there is nothing wrong
wi$ political heat.
background
i ;"y all this because our Party^ does,not have much
have
of thiJ kind of discussion. Too often, differences in the past

atmosphere'
been discussed, in a rather unhealthy, factionalJike
having this
will
be
*"
ii*u
first
the
is
this
that
i do not mean
kind of discussion, but rather that this is a good opqofqity-for
* io a"r"top torifr", this style of collective work and leadership'
qrlgram and attain
If we achieve it, we will bith have a good this,
i""a"rrt ip of a new stature. In m{I ways'
IY11r11
of us_a class in which we can achieve these two
,"rr""r fo"

*'

"u
firJfy, I would say that the closer we get to formulating correct
have'.In a genoorlUorrl,'the less disagreements we are going to
but as we
&sagreememts,
more
[;-di;"*ion there tl"rrd to be
narrow
will
we
'disagreements
formulate positions rnore precisely,

things.
*

down to manageable ProPortions'
The Natwe of the Program
the draft outNow, about the program itself' Al1 of you have had
The
background.
its
Iine for some time. Ilet me briefly give you
to
order
in
five
of
secretariat set up a special small committee
program
full
the
of
iacittate its drafting.'Yesterday a meeting
took placZ. A very spirited &scussion occurred' which
the confines and
"o**itt""
i;u ;y to ,"ftu"t,' th'ougi of^ "o""" wi hin
is not a draft
lirnitations of my o*r, n"""iions to it' The outline
will be the
that
of a progra*. fi it not eve" a draft of Positions
questions on which
basis of a Program,-but simply a-list of thu
in that lght
*" *"ta a""ao"p poriiior,, *i'it should be dis&ssed
basis
What is it that we are tryit'g to achieve? Again' on the
we
of past experiences, there are a number of misconceptions
a political
should avoid. A*orrg other things, a P-rogram is not
There1r
commentary'
article
politicil
it
resolution. Neither ir"
"
a funis
want
we
What
detail'
ehdora'te
fore, it cannot go into
The
position'
Party's
the
of
damental programmatic statement
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committee felt we should aim for the maximum statemen! even
though,we may find later that we must lower our sights and be
satisfied with less.
While the document to be prepared is dre fundamental statement of our Parly's position, it is also a program that the Communist Party offers to the people, to the working class. It must therefore have an "outer" approach and style. It must state the basic
reasons for our existence as a party ir, *, easily understandable
fashion. Above all, the program ltself should be an answer to the
party?', It should
question:
_Ts there a need for the Cbmrnunist
be of such a character that anyone reading it wilt conclude: .yes,
there is a need for such a party. It does have a role and a yery
imlrcrtant one."
, Tho program, of necessity, must be predicated on the needs of
F"- p"opl1-"n today's needs in the lramework of longer-range
basic solutions. It must reflect the new problems, new twelo!ments and new relationship of forces in our country and in tlie
world. What is needed is much new and bold thinking by all of
-probing
us. In our discussion, we want to maintain an atmospherJof
and seeking, and a feeling of freedom of expressi6n. We iant to
get the though'ts of as many of our countrymen as is possible.
Further,
-$e progrqn must rest upon the basic ldeological and
political pillars on which the Party's position is founded. It must
I"q9"t not only those ideological and political positions that we
hold in corunon with o,ther groups, and there *i
-rrry such positions, but also those which are uniquely and peculiariy Communist and &ere are many of these alio.
program must rest on and reflect our scientific concept
of-The
society. It must be based on the acceptance of the scientifrc
concept that there are laws of social development, and hence there
is a discernable direction of that development. Not only is there
a direction of social development in geneial, but these laws enabre
us to understand the direction of development of classes, class
positions and class relations. The program must show that it is this
understanding of the laws of social developrnent, and of the direction and flow of human society, that is the foundation of our
socialist convictions and our long-range socialist outlook. It is the
basis of our strategic concepts, of our conviction that capitalism as a
form of human society is declining, and that it will be replaced
not by_just so,me other society but of necessity by a socialist society.
I_ believe that
,up to this point we are still on com,mon ground
with other socialist or Left groups-with many of them. But of
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course, as Marxists we cannot stop here' There is much more to
our position, and it is very de-cisive how this is mirroredl in the
DroS;am. Our Marxist science does not take a marrow, limited app.ol"h to the effects of these laws. We cannot accept the c,oncept
if mechanical determination of direction because ours is a dialectical understanding of these laws and of the social forces in which
they are reflecteI. We recognize the- existence of the main class
forc", that the operation of these laws proiects, -resulting in a
central class contridiction, but we also recognize the existence of
other, secondary forces and factors. And as Marxists we take into
account the effects of the conscious human element on the affairs
of society. we take into account, too, the,_ interplay and inrter relationships of all these factors and especially the element of timethe specific stage of development at each given mornent'
I ielieve thit this Mariist, dialectical understanding already
separates us frorn many of the other Left qolpls-' It is this
*ffi"h lies at the very ioot of our sharp tactical differences with
such groups as the Socialist Labor Part/, the- Trotskyites or the
progre"ssiv; Labor Party, which cling to a mechanical app-roach to
the laws of social developmen't. The program must reflect our
correct Marxist understanding of these laws and of the forces reflecting them. There is a very important tactical flexibility that
emerg;s from this full Marxist-Leninist understanding'

of SocietY
This leails us to the next basic pillar of the Party's position,
namely, the acceptance of the class nature of society, of the role
of claises as cential and decisive, and of the role of the class struggle as a vehicle of progress. Can we- take this for granted in this
contrary,
frogru- or in our discussion? I dont think so. On the
two
and
down,
i cinsider it a very important point to pin
-for part
that
conviction
reasons. First, i;t has long been my very firm
of the root of the differences in the world Marxist movement lies
exactly in this area. Secondly, we cannot take this concept for
granted because it is being challenged by Left forces in the United
5tut"r. And this challengJ is offered not merely by an occasional
individual here and there. It has various solrrces and it is a challenge that our Party must exert itself to meet. Therefore, the prograir must not in any way equivocate on the Marxist concept of
ihe role of classes and especially on the role of the working class.
In the August 1965 issue of Ram'parts, SauI Landau, an editor
of. stuilies oi the Left and a close co-worker of the late c. wright
Class Nature
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Mills, quotes Mills as
"For
Marx
the
proretariat was the
_saying:

history_-making agency. Now any

fool can see tha,t is not true.,, And
he adds that "in order to develop a New Left, we have to kick
this
labo-r metaphysic." But o.r, prigru.., must rest precisely
on the
solidly established premise that t[e working
.hisL
"lu* the rirain
tory-making agency."
Again, this does not mean that we can be satisfied with
general
statements concerning this role of the working crass.
Rath'er, we
must so place-problems that it emerges as the"foundation
for our
approach to them. What must
through is that we are the
"orr"-to
"the ,pok"rrr"r,
champions of our class and. strive
be
for it,
and that *" try above all to understand ,this cliss, its role
and
its problems and-try to find solutions for these probllms.
Orr"" _u
do that, we are in a position to discuss the weaknesses as
well as
the.strong points of ,this class. we then have the framework
for the
criticism of weaknesses in the trade union readership.
undoubtedly
we must discuss the organizationar, ideorogicar and'politicai
*"uknesses in the ranks of the working crass,
but if w! do not first
have the framework for it, we ,r" glirrg to appear
as outside critics,
who do not understand or accept'-the"historic rore of
the working
class. Most liberals who are tgtay- so energetically
criticizing the
trade union movement are peop-le who do not accept
the concept of
pr9-rr"rsive role of the -oiking class in societli. And there is a
Il"
big difference in tone and. methodlwhen it is approached
from that
arrgle. criticism must be very concrete. It cannot
be criticism of
the leadership as a whole, blcarse leadership in the
truJ" ,rr.ioo
rr v1, broad category. It must 6e criticism of specific
i::l:T"1..
l
reaoers, ot concrete
issues and positions.
What must come through in the program on this question
is
,1,", *", take pride in the-achievemeni, & o*
the present. The-progam must reflect"L;;Jh"rurtori"_
a certain pride in
:j?
rne ::L]l
achrevements of struggle for economic standards
arrd^ democratic rights. we must view these achievements not
onry as fruits
of
a developing phase of U.S. capitalism, which r, a""Z Jlrf "oft"rr,
bu't also as fruits of mass strtiggles. when *" a, trrir,"^it
of the working class stands in lorrect perspective and there
" ,ot"is
a correct understanding of its significancJ an& role in our history.
The Anti-Monopolg Struggle
our concept of the anti-monopoly struggle also flows frorn the
laws of capitalist development. Anti-monopoly forces will increasingly emerge as a reastion to the development of monopoly. Since

POtmcAl trrfAlns

our concept is based on such a Process o! le-v-elopment, everything
that we pioiect does not oec"ssatily- exist full-blorvn at this moment.
In the irogru*, the anti-monopoly conc-ept mu{ pe developed
as a concrete answer to ,the present problems of the victims of
rnonopoly, and must not be confined to expressions of general opposition to rnonoPolY.
^ Thrr, the antilmonopoly struggle is a struggle for higher economic standards, for &vii righti, for democracy. It is a struggl_e
squeezJ on its victims, I stmggl-e to roll back
against the monopoly
-domination
of the monopolies-. And each sector
tfr" po*", and
s'truggle o1r q" basis of
anti-monopoly
this
of tlie victims ioins
T[ working
is
it
being
which
in
the particul u, *uy
-squeezed'
The Negro
interest.
class
its
forward
to
class'loins in the struggle
rights. But
own
their
of
interest
people ioin with it inEe specific
overall
the
with
concerned
are
ffr"y i* with it also beca,is" t"y
in
whether
all
progresq
,trugff" against monopoUes. ThereJore
the
or
changes
struchrral
terris" of iirmediate reiorms, more basic
struggle for socialism, will gain from the all-class struggle against
for
morr?"poly control. It is a o"J"rrrry phase of the overall struggle
progress.

^ Ii"reasingly this becomes the essence of all, struggles in America
because in"creasingly monopoly domination becomes an obstacle
to all progress. H[wev"r, tli" overall anti-monopoly- struggle should
not bJ co"nf.rred with specific forms of struggle; for instance, the
anti-monopoly struggle ind the class struggle are not one and the
same thin!. it ir tii" that they have a very close- relationship and

overlap. But they are distinci and separate, and we should not
co.rfoie the"rn. ThL same distinction applies to the relationship of national liberation struggles and the question of socialism. There is
,"ry close relatio"tfiP ""d overlapping ietween them' a1d many
"of the same forces are involved
in both, but one must not confuse

thetwo.onedoesnotreplacetheother..Thereareforceswho
bu,t who will be on opioin hands in the anti-monipoly struggle
struggle.
posite sides in the class
program should ptutJtit a fresh assessment of the ideologiurd' p;tucat trends within the Left as they -are-.developing
"rL
;;ert, ,rid or the problems in irs ranks. It should discuss such
qo"rlior* as what gives rise to the Left, around what issues it is
d"""f"pirg, at wha3t level it is manifesting itself. It should also
umty
deal with"our relati,on to the Left-with the question of Left
show
It.should
o* approach to current Left developmgnts'
""J
howtheLeftisdevelopingintheranksoftheworkingclass,the
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trade union movement, the Negro people's movement and the peace
movement. And it should examine the specific nature of the t eft
in each of these movements.
lhe p-rogram should express our basic ideas on the struggle for
ciwil rights, our understanding of the special nature of th6'suuggle of Neglo Americans for equality, of their special status as an
oppressed people, and of the special relationships of ,this people to
the class stiucture of our society and to each class in Am6rica. For
instance, it should deal with its sp-ecial relationship to the working
class in the struggle for jobs and eeonomic secririty, and in thI
gea- 9f -political action ,and the struggle for political power. I,t
should deal with the
lelltionship of ihe struggre for civil rights
to the struggle for civil liberties.

in the U. S.
Next, a few words on how the program deals with socialism
in the united states. I have a feeling that most people who want
to see the P,arty program are going to turn to this page first. The
program must give a picture of what u.s. socialism will be like.
True, we cannot present a blueprint. Nevertheless, we will have
to give sorne idea of what a socialist united states wilr be like
and how it \Mill attempt to solve some of the basic problems of
the American people. rt must also give some idea ho,ri we intend
to get i't. These are areas that we cannot avoid if we want to have
a program that people will read.
. %-e" question of peaceful_transition to socialism, the program
should state that we will seek the most peaceful path ,"ri'ibtu.
We have to explain on what basis we think -a p"r""d prth^ i,
".r"n
p-ossible. c,onfidence in the Party and its lealership
be built
"i,
if masses are convinced that the Party will seek thJ most peaceful
path.
do not w-ant guarantees that it will turn out thiat way,
_They_
but they do- want the guarantee that we will try-that *" *ill
seek that path. This is really the_ heart of the questibn. This applies
not only ao al-u- question of socialism but to tactics in mass rt"figles
generally. whenever masses feel that a readership is not
{o-ing
to
the least painlul path to viotory, that readership has'tosi
leek
eontact with the masses, it is without confidence. Foi example,
in the case of a strike, if one star.ts advocating viorence in any
way or gives any indication that he doesn't care whether there is
violence or not, he has lost the leadership position right there.
It is the same with the question of socialism. The -masses must
have the assurance that we are going to do everything possibtre
Sociali,sm

t0
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to iind the best path. In the light of this, struggle and the relationship of forces will determine the outoome at the,proper time.

Anotier aspect of the problem of socialism that we have to think
the negative effects arising out of the
of in a new way
"or""itt
took place in less-industrialized
fact that socialist development
-faced
very difficult problem of inthe
areas first, and therefore
are also the effects of the
There
dustrialization at a forced pace.
first in countries without
place
fact that socialist development took
much democratic tradition or exPerience. There ate a number of
other specific historical factors that have left their imprints -on the
societi; in each of the socialist countries. Among these is the fact
that socialism in its infancy was faced with the problem,of defense against an antagonistic capitalis't world. There are also the
mistakei made in the pioneering periods of socialist construction.
The masses of Americans, in weighing questions of socialism
in the United States, do not take these factors into consideration'
1Ms have now reached the point in the world socialis't transition
where, with one-third of the world socialist, 'they look at the concrete example rather than listen to what we are saying about socialism. We must reflect on this question. The program must try
to foresee a number of things that U.S. socialism will not have to
do, in addition to the very positive things it can do, because of the
specific historical conditions American socialism will inherit. This is
a^ difficult problem because the masses look upon socialism in the
U.S. as they see socialism in other countries. We, of course, know
that there are going to be some very big differences, but how to
differences is a very important question.
place
- We these
should also try to indicate which of our democratic experiences or dernocratic institutions can be either transferred, modified
or improved upon in a socialist U.S.A. We are faced at the outset
,that here in the U.S. we have on the one
with ihe
"onttrdi"tion
hand the world center of imperialism and on the other hand longstanding democratic ttaditions and institutions. We must approach
this ooitradiction on the basis that our democratic institutions by
and large are not products of capitalism, that many are here in
spite of capitalism arrd tt ut present-day capitalism seeks to destroy
tirem. We iight to preserve them both for today and for a socialist U,S.A. If we approach it in this way, we can achieve a different
appreciation o{ tlieie democratic institutions and their role in society. If there is a lack of appreciation and a reluctance to view
these democratic institutions in any positive sense, it is because
we look upon them as institutions that capitalism has "given us"

PROGRAM
II
and therefore should be rejected. This is an area in which some
fresh thinking is needed, and it should be reflected in the program.
The role of the struggle for bo'urgeois democracy will also oome
up in our discussion and in the program. In this area there are
no great differences among us, but there are certainly misunderstandings by non-Communists about our position because we have
not done enough work on this question.
Our approach should be that this struggle for bourgeois democracy determines the framework in which all other struggles take
place.-the economic struggle, the civil rights struggle, the peace
struggle. Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett, as head of the U.S. delegation at
the recent world peace conference in Helsinki, had to deal with this
question. He had to state that we are not a fascist country in spite
of the intervention in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic, that
we_ still have the possibility and the right to struggle for peaceand that is very important.
The struggle for democracy involves many concrete questions
_
that we have 'to find ways of expressing in the progru*. Among
thern are the reapportionment question, the voting rights in the
South, civil liberties, the McCarran Aot and a whole number of
COMMUNIST PABTY

others.

The program must reflect the overall position of the United
in today's world, and the outlook af a U.S.A. in a world where
colonialism is at an end. It must take sharp issue with the
]ohnson
Doctrine, which expresses a long-range potricy of U.S. irxistence
on determining- what kind of government it will permit in any
part of the world. From that standpoint the program must proceed
to the question of the right of self-determination of all nations as
a fundamental position of our Party. It is a world in which onethird is socialist that the U.S. must face. In projecting our program
on the role of the United States, it is on this basis that ,nire must
raise the question of the s,truggle for peace and peaceful coexistence from the angle that these policies are in the interests of
States

our people and our nation.

Areas

of Study

for ideas on the content of the program.
What we want to do is keep drafting and talking simultaneously.
The_ program committee proposes that we start publishing some
of the reactions to the initial outline. we want 1o propo"se five
So much
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commissions for the Pu{pose of working out concrete position Papers
in the following five areas:

1.

The working class, its role and status; the 'trade union movement and its leadership; etc.

2.

The Left: its nature, the question of Left unity, forms of
aotion by the Left, etc.
Perspectives and problems in the civil rights struggle.

8.
4.
5.

The correlation between democratic struggles and the struggle for socialism, including ideological and political questions involved in this relationship.
The nafure of the U.S. state; state monopoly capitalism and
the structure of the state; ,the struggles over states' rights
versus federal centralization, executive power versus legislative power, checks and balances, etc.

We should encourage the broadest possible discussion on the
problems of the progt"*. It is not necessary to wait for a draft
before one be$ns to formulate ideas.

The socialist revolution is not a single act, iit is not one
battle on one front, but a whole epoch of acute class confliots,
a long series of battles on all fronts, i'e., on all questions of
economics and politics, battles that can only end in the expropriation of the bourgeoisie. It would be a radical mistake
io think that the struggle for demoncracy was capable of diverting the proletariat from the socialist revolution or of hiding
overshadowing it, etc. On the contrary, in the same way as
there can be no victorious socialism that does not practice
full democracy, so the proletariat cannot PrePare for its victory
over the bourgeoisie without an all-round, consistent and revolutionary struggle for democracy.

Lenin, Collec-ted. Woil<s, Vol. 22, p. 144.

The Hevolutionary [haracter
of the Algiers [harter
Ichtiralcyal As soon as national liberation was proclaimed this word
swept through the whole of Algeria. It was inscribed on every banner,
it climaxed every demonstration, it was used to end every proclamation. It inspired the masses wi& the same enthusiasm as yesterday

It means; socialism,
F'or the workers and poor peasants, this watchword answered a
profound desire to build a new society, free from the injustice and
capitalist oppression of which the colonial re$me had presented so
cruel and repulsive an example.
To be sure, this affirmation, often repeated, that Algeria had chosen
socialism was met with some skepticism even in friendly circles
abroad. It was said, and truly, that before Algeria, many leaders of
the countries of the Ttlird World had brandished the flag of "socialism"
-though it was intended only to disguise old wares and to deceive
the masses by plapng on their gowing attraction towards sociatsm.
It was the Algerian people who replied to these fears and showed
that what was happening in their country could in no way be compared to the course followed in certain other African states. They
replied by building in record time a socialist sector of the economy
based on thousands of agricultural, comrnercial and industrial enterprises which had been abandoned by the colonialists.
This "spontaneous" action of the masses was subsequently legalized
and institutionalized by the government, and also extended to othen
sectors. In this way all the Freneh settlers were expropriated, as well
as ve{y many Algerian collaborators who had betrayed tho naHonal
"independence" had done.

cause.

Thus, from the beginning of independence the revolution rnade its
impact on [ife, but the actual "Algerian way" to socialism still had to
be clearly defined. It was necessary to draw up a prograrn which
would form,ulate the perspectives leading to socialism not on a basis
of idealistic and moral aspirations, but on the objective study of
realities.

*

Reprinted from Tha African Cwnm:unist, AprilJune

1966.
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Three million hectares of the best land were taken over under the

collective control

of

the workers organized

in

self-management

committees.

As regards buildings, in the Algiers area alone, more than 200,000
houses, fats, shops and ofices became state proper't/, and the new
tenants pay their rent to the state.
The need for such a Program, which had long been apparent to
the most far-sighted revolutionary militants of the National Liberation Front GL$ led to the FLN Congress of April 1964 which adopted
the Program and Constitution now known as the Algiers Charter.
Some Special Featwes

Before I give a-necessarily brief and sketchy-outline of the
Charter, I should give some picture of the particular conditions in
u,hich the Algerian revolution developed.
1. The far-ieaching European penetration into Algeria prevented
the formation of a strong national bourgeoisie there. Even the
embryonic commercial bourgeoisie which existed at the time of the
conquest was destroyed and the Europeans monoPolized all the
privileged economic positions. So the national liberation struggle was
not led by the big capitalists, as had been the case in certain countries
of the Maghreb; it always had strong roots arnong the people. The
ffght againit the oppressor was at the same time * ffglt against the
tand-grabbers and the exploiting European bosses, and in the mind
of the poor peasant and the worker action against foreign capitalist
exploitation was soon identified with action against explo_itation of all
kinds. During the war years this popular feeling was reflected in the
often repeated phrase: We are not fighting in order to teplace the
French boss by an Arab boss.
This explains why, straight after liberation, the movement for the
complete trans{ormation of society and a regjme not based on exploitation took an extraordinary leap forward. It also explains the
weakness of the national bourgeoisie and its inability to resist the
powerful impetus of a nation which had been, so to speak, almost
entirely "proletarianized" by the colonial regime.
2. Algeria was deeply attached to the traditions of Arab-Islamic
civilization. In the face of colonialist attempts at Christianization and
clepersonalization, Islam was one of the factors that held the nation
together and helped to keep alive the spirit of resistance to imperialism. Protests against colonial oppression, and in the same way after
independence the aspiration for a society free from exploitation of
man by man, expressed themselves under the banner of religion.
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of the agricultural workers, for instance, taking over the
-most
land of the settlers and the traitors appeared not only as a ievolutionary task but also as an action quite in accordance with their Islamic
faith and with the "hadith" of the Koran: The land belongs to him
vrho makes it bear fruit.
8'
Algerian Revolution has developed and is deveroping within
- -The
the framework of the compromise Treaty of Evian. contriry-to what
happened in Cuba, where the aggressive attitude of the U.S.A.
speeded
revolutionary proc,ess, there was no abrupt break
"p -tr" in Algeria. Indeed,
rvith imperialism
the French Governmeit seems
t<l have drawn the lessons from the American failure in cuba. The
F'rench Minister of Algerian Afiairs stated when he replied to a senator
who was asking for a tor.rgher policy towards Algeria; .,that we must
pby in Algeria the same role that Arnerica played in Cuba,';
l9t
"A diflerent attitude," said the minister in substince, would only
result in-the Algerian revolution going 'Turther and quicker.,,
Though the French rulers have followed a deliberG hne, it should
be said also that {lg"ri, is looking for genuine co-operation, while
being
her guard against the dangers that co-opera[ion hides. The
-on
immediate consequences of an abrupt break with France would
greatly complicate Algeria's task, particularly in the economic ffeld.
Nevertheless, amidst this compromise, the ultimate goar is and will
remain to-tal disengagement from the economic grip-of imperialism.
4. Finally, although today Algeria is resolutely -advancing along
the non-capitalist path of development, where roci"lism has "become
her watchword, she does_not yet, have a powerful vanguard party
based on scie-ntiffc principles which would 6e capable ofleading th!
revolution. After independence, the FLN carried on as it had done
lyring the war, as a ,nion of all the patriotic forces interested in
Iiberating the country. This does not rnean that all the supporters of
the FLN were necessarily partisans o{ socialism. It was
}6ssible to
overthrow colonialism without a vanguard party, but
realizes
that it is impossible to build the foundation for"u"ryolr"
socialist society
rvithout such a party.
I't was the task of the April congress of the FLN to mark out the
way to build this p_arty,-uniting on a class basis the people who were
the-most far-sighted and devoted to the revolution ro ttit they could
lead Algeria on her difficult march towards comprete freedom from
imperialist chains and towards socialism.
F_or

The FLN Congress and the Algiers Charter
while they take into account national conditions and are at the

POHnCTI
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same time impregnated with scientiffc thought, the texts which were
adopted at thi Fl-N Congress (the Algrers Charter), taken together,
appear as "a political social oisian derioeil ftom our _owtr oolues,
fii on scieffiiftr prittci,ples and forearmed aga,ina mistaken attituiles

of mind,!'

of the Charter high-lighted the
integrate itself into the world
to
both
revo-Iution
for
the
necessity
in
Algerian national conditions.
root
to
take
and
trend to socialism
Those who drew up the clauses

Taking these conditions into account means primarily dgffning tle
stage wfuch the revolution has reached in Algena. Even though the
Evian Treaty was imposed on Algeria by French imperialism at the
end of an extraordinary struggle of eight years carried on against the
,largest colonial army of all time, it was nonetheless a compromise,
,rd u compromise has its negative and its positive aspects for both
sides. The negative aspect for Algeria is t}at the agreement preserves
certain lint<s and privileges to the beneftt of France. Thus the Charter
underlines that fact that, in the present situation, "imperialisn is stiu
tlw maior enemy" but"the struggle fot the consoliila'tion of indepen&
ence anil the struggle for the triumph of the socialist option me
indissolubly knked,;'
Since the essential aspect of the struggle is still the anti-imperialist
ffglrt, one must therefore take an energetic stand "against those who
oant gro.funll'y to ueaken ou uti,ll to break away from imperiali,sn."
Imperialism has its allies in this country. A section of the Algerian
bourfeoisie, even il a weak one, aspires not to help -the country's
progress towards socialism, but to take lnsses{on of Part of the
of the peasarfis
"national heritage uhich uas saoed by the sauifices
into
the machinery
have
slipped
elements
of
these
Some
cind, uorkerc."
thus
revolution,
the
of
hindering
the
advance
are
of the State and
attack
necessary_
to
It
is
imperialism.
allies
of
objectively becoming
them, buithis does not mean that the middle and lower middle layers
in the towns and in the country can all be "lumped togother" since
they themselves are victims of the capitalist system. Any- mistako
in ihis Sel,il could result in pushing them into counter-revolutionary
positions.

How to Enw.re the Final Triumph of the Reoolution
Whom should the revolution rely on?
The Al$ers Charters answers this question: above all on the
workers in to*r, and country. These are the people who took over the
property of the settlers and the French employers,_ and who through
their management committees in the farms and industrial enterprises
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form the "spinal column" of the new Algeria, for of all people they are
most interested in the success of socialism.
"The role of the wbon workerc," reads the Charter, "together uilh
the agricultural roorkerc of the self-managemerrt sector, is going to
become more ond, more important, fot the reoolutionnry Stata can only
twe as its social fumd.ation the working nu$ses allied, w,i,th the poor
peasants of the trailttional sector anil with the reoolutiorm,rg elements
anxong the intelle ciunls."
For the power of the working masses will be exercised-through
the ageney of the revolutionary State, a new kind of Statet "The
choice of socialism includes the necessity to build. a State of o new
kind, tohich uill axpress the interests of the peasants and uorkers
and, become more and, fiwre an instrummt of prodaction and, not ol
coercion."

In the meantirne, the "producers' State"

naust be defended, and
this is being done through "the dictatorship of the poor, tlw fellalw,
and, the u)orkers," in President Ben Bella's phrase.
Thus the Algiers Charter gives a class analysis of the State, which
follows scientiffc socialism. This brings us to another question: wha't,
at the present time, is the nature of the Algerian StateP
Part of the answer is provided by the series of decrees which took
away land and industrial enterprises from the European settlers and
employers, seizodt wrongly acquired property and prohibited its
passing into the hands of the Algerian bourgoisie. However, it must
not be forgotten that there is another strong deprived capitalist sector
and that "im.med.iately following independonce, the State structure
and, its human contponents formeil in part, u:i.th the erception of tlw
National Army of the People, one of the legacies of colonialis.m, of
uhich obiectbely they erpresseil tha id.eas and methods. This heritage
kept alioe habits and manners of administration tohi,ch mn:ke tlw
State apwrotus act as a brake on the realiaation of the aims of the
rcaolution,"
The struggle between the revolutionary forces and the conseryative
forces which are directly or ind:irectly allied to imperialism is still
being carried on at the heart of the State apparatus. That is why the
Algiers Congress laid down as one of the necessary tasks not only the
purgingbut the complete transformation of the administration. For "rhis
is the bureaucratic soc,tor ushere the interests, customs and methods
threaterwil by the reooluti.un usi.ll endeaoor to hiile themseloes."
Elsewhere, the Charter lays down the economic tasks during the
building of socialism, and points ott: "The w.ppression of economic
exploitation and the abolitian of colanial and nno-col,odal ti,es, the
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ex,propriation of dominant forei,gn capital, the agricultural reoolution,
the socialization of the means of prodttction, will enable us to put
cm end to economic anarchy and, will make possi,blo efficient and
harmonious plnnning basod, on tha trua interests of the community."
Thus in order to ensure the ffnal victory of socialism it is necessary
in the political field to secure the power of the true and natural proponenti of socialism, that is to say the power of the town and country
workers together with the mass of poor peasants and the revolutionary

intellectuals, progressively to abolish "exploitable pria'ate property"
and to arrive at collectivization and the socialization of the means
of production.
Ii is in the self-management sector that the battle can ffrst be won,

for as the text points out, it is "the real spring of the political and
economic ti,fe of the country," and its developrnent must "progressirsely
lessen the role and influence of the prioate sector."

Parallel to this, a thorough-going agrarian reforrn must be carried
out; in fact, it is better to speak of an agrarian revolution which will
destroy the basis of feudalism and of the great landed properties, while
drawing the peasant masses to the socialist revolution. President
Ben Bella, in the speech he made on October 27th, 1963, to the
Congress of Agricultural SelJ-Management, gave a general outline of
his program which was later confirmed by the April Congess.
The question is, he said, "to set a limit to priaate proPertY in su,ch
a u)ay that the constituti.on of a priai,leged class becomes impossible,
to lay doun a mod.ern la.nd lau: for the ushole of our country adrtpted
to the ilema"d^ of otn reaoluti,on, and to create neu uaAS for Algerian,
aqri.mrltrue to usork on these troo found,ationst collectirse cultioation
through self-management, and srnall familg farms."
In fact agrarian reform rnust take into account "the desire of the
fe,llahs to own kard. of uhich they haoe been too long deprirted. Horts-

eaer, simple re-distribution of the land tnould be an uneconomic
errterprise if it were not accom,panied by me(NLrres uhich in the end
go beyond, this kind of expropriation."
Thus, as soon as the agrarian law becomes operative, co-operatives
will be established alongside the farms under self-management, and
these will become the centers of organization not only for the eventual
beneffciaries of the reform but also for the remaining small proprietors.
As for foreign .economic aid, the Charter observes that it must be
considered as a palliative, merely as additional income which is contributed to the basic income from the national effort. It is clear that
blind acceptance of foreign aid from capitalist countries can only
compromise the political and economic independence of the country
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in the more or less distant future. For this reason external trade must
be started up "os soon as possible." Any formula like "a socie$u based
on a mixed economy" must be avoided at all costs, adds the Charter,
for it would end in the resurgence of capitalism in the key sectors
of the Algerian econorny.
Foreign Pokcy

"Two facts domi,rwto international relationst the adoance of the
democratic socialisi forces shousn in the stress on anti-imperialist
struggles, the accession to ind,ependence of neu States, the economic
deoelopment of the soci,alist countries and the strengtheni.ng of the
struggle by democratic moaements on tha one hand and the continual
roduction of the imperialist sphere of i.nfluence on tho other."
On the basis of this deffnition, the Algiers Charter could only reach
one conclusion: internationally Algeria must stand on the side of the
fuab, African and Asian peoples ffghting against imperialism, on tho
side of the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries, and on the
side of the dernocratic forces of the world.
Socialism can only be built under peaceful conditions. Thus, the
defense of world peace will be a constant factor in the determination
of Algerian foreign policy: "The a.daance of the anti-imperiakst forces
to uorld. stature is making imperialism seek forcible solutions to the
problen't, of secwing its hegemonA; thi,s is the origin of the arflLs race
and, the mnnufacture of atomic ueapons with a capacity for massioe
destruction, uthose existence puts humanity in gratse dnnger, The
elimination of the atom.i,c menace and the final cessation of all experiments, including undorgrou,nd ones, uouLd, fulfill the spirit of the

Nloscoro treaty. Peace and cli,sarmament are necessary

for

extending

co-oporation betroeen rmtions and would create farsorable conditions
for settling questions in dispute."
Thus the FLN Charter has appropriated the idea that the struggle
for peace and the struggle for national liberation are complementary,
not opposed. "ln those countries which are not yet ind.ependent," reads
the Charter, "armed, struggle can be decisioe in the attainment of
national sooereignty...The peoplds reoohftionttry struggles are one
of the surest and most effi,cient gumantees against the atterlpts of
imperialism to loose a rruclear holocaust on the world."
Nevertheless,

the FLN Congress points ont that imperialism still

has considerable capacity to adapt i'tself. The Charter says that the
utmost vigilance must be observed over the "resources for adaptation
that imperinlism has at its disposal to modify its method.s of exploitation and, to slous u.p the course of eoents," which makes possible'
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"the presertntion of

the hegemony

of tho imperinlist countries in

new guises."

In Africa examples are not lacking to illustrate this proposition, and
recent events in the congo have shown what independenc,e is worth
in a country which has a Tshombe at its head. Neo"eolonialismmeaning oppression adap'ted to today's conditions-threatens nearly
all the couoEies who have recently won or rewon their sovereignty
but who have not yet been able to break their former bonds completely. The Algierj Charter rightly emphasizes the need to struggle
ior "itructural disengagement from imperialism. . . an absolute cond'ition for the consolid.ation of rm.tiorutl indepenilenco anil the liberation

of oppresseil

cou.ntries."

The Party as Mainspring of the Reoolution

How can all these tasks be canied out? How can Progress be made
in building the new society?
fu Ben Bella saidr in his report to the Congress, a now society
"needs a mainryting,the mainspring of ona party mlu, one party uthich
is fuWg @Dorc of the rwails of tha uorking rnosses, uhieh is daermined,, arrd capahlp of translating all popular initiatioe into its fiue
cortrse."

However, the Congress did not set up this party. It only provided
the political, ideolo$cal and administrative basis on which to b,uild
(though this is a oonsiderable step forward). The Charter gives a
general outline and a framework for action which is valuable for all
revolutionaries who believe in socialism. It thus creates the conditions
for organic fusion of all the revolutionary forces (including the communists) in a single powerful party which would be in the vanguard
of progress and whose aim would be, as set out in the adopted text:
"to build a society from uhich allkinds of exploitation of man by mon
uill be banned, to buiW a socialist society."
Clearly this means that "the elem.ents lnstlle to this transformatiort'
rvho existed in the old FLN during the war will ftnd no place in the
party. In this conneotion clause No. 7 of the Algiers Charter underlines the proposition that "the union of all forces uhich was an inrlispensable instrument of the armed, struggle should. be reconsidereil
in the light of the obiec-tioes and perspectirses of the socialist reaoluton. Such a union has hail its ilny. To keep it coulil only rexilt in
confusion and, unhealthy com.promise."
Ahmed Ben Bella added in his opening speech: "Toil.ay, therc is
no question of rexncitating the olil strucfine of the FLN but of build-
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ing on uilwt alreaily erists to make an instrument fitted to defenit and.
consistently to foster socioksm."
when it was reconsidering the nature and objectives of the party,
the c_ongess was also induced to deffne what soeial composition it
should have to enable it to play its part. Clause 18, on ihe party,
r.ecommends_"scrupulou,s care to see tlwt the social composition'of
the party is based on the producers and the u.rban and, rurar toorkers.i'
The General secretary of the FLN also emphasizes in his report that
"the party cannot allou exploiters to penetiate its ranks uitiout running the *k
9f degenerating and becoming a bourgeois party."
However, there is a danger in the one party system. ThiJ danger
has taken shape in certain African countries where the bourgeoii=ie,
1il9g{ly in the name-of national unity, have used the single plarty to
defend interests which are not the interests of the moit eiploited
mlsses:
J" 4r reggd the charter states that the best way of iti*ioating this
1sk is to keep the party constantly in touch with the masses
and controlled by them. Machinery must not be constructed, says the
tert "which ma.V erwss the aspirations of the masses at firit but
then eooloes independently of them'l; which could only end,,sooner
or lnter, either in the d,ictdorship of the patty bourgeoisie or in the
establishment of a bureauuatic class ltging tie *o"it*ry to
further
ils ottxt, irrterests, or again in a
personal dictatorihip rnnking
.regime lf
the party i?to o nxere organ of the pokti,cal police.,,
- No revolutioryry can fail to grasp the importanoe of the ,charter,
for it places Algeria in the vanguard of the African continent. This
brief analysis oJ the text shows that the Algerian revolution has not
only assimilated, the wealth of international sJaialist theory and experience but is also, out of experience in Algeria itself, making its own
invaluable contribution.
This fact was underlined in the common communique signed at the
outcome of the discu-ssions between Algeria and tlie soiiet union,
which emphasized the positive contribution Argeria has made to
international socialism.
The Ieaders of the revolution do not deny the infuence of seientiffc
socialisrn ( as bourgeois western journalisis discoverod, with comical
terror when they read these texts).
on sweral occasions President Ben Bella himself has said that he
t"g} F political _*d g"g."o"Tc analysis_from Marxism, though as
a Moslem he could not follow Marxist philosophical conclusionr. rhi,
is no doubt one of the most novel features of our revolution. A whole
'he march, and a party is boing forged
which will ensure
!"ople is orr
the victory of true socialism based on scGntiffc principles (as Ben
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Bella has said, "there is one socialism"). Yet the leadership rejects
the materialist philosophy. However, this clearly will not provoke any
split in the ranks of the ievolutionaries. The important thing-for them
ii to unite and ffght together "to build, heaoen on earth." The-party,
in i,ts advance along the path mapped out by the Algiers charter,
is the rallfng-point where they will gather and together wipe out
all prejudice a"a sectarianism which *ight oPPose or divid-e them,
for ihe'only valid. criterion of a militant in the new party is devotion
to the cause of socialism. Here comrnunist Algerian militants will
have a particularly useful role. Their knowledge of- scientific socialist
principl-es, their great experience of. organization, their spirit of selfiacriffce and devolion to the revolution will be of enormous value.
The Prosent Stage

It would be only too easy to elaborate on the gap which separates
reality in an Algeria still suffering the consequences of 125 years of
colonial dornination and eight years of cruel warfare from the
ambitious aims laid down by the Algiers Charter. But this would be
unfair to Algeria. The proper question to ask is whether the chosen
path is being followed and progress being made towards the objective.
The answer can only be in the affirmative.
The revolution is advancing and consolidating itself even though
there are many difficulties and the path is not always straight. This
is so both objectively on the facts and subiectively in the minds of
the militants who are constantly gaining from the lessons of their
experience a clearer and more realistic view of socialism and the ways

to it.
Of course, all sectarianism and exclusivism has not been destroyed,
nor all false ideas eradicated. In certain situations they could even
start growing again, but then no one has ever thought that for a
Congress to adopt a text was enough to transform it by magic into
reality. Only the day-to-day struggle of the masses will defeat the
egotistic interests and prejudices which hinder the march forward
and especially the building of a progressive party which will act as
the instrurnent of the socialist revolution and make the content of
the Algiers Charter into a fact.
A quick look at the months following the April Congress will show
that important steps along the way have already been taken.
The principal faot is the great success achieved through the liquidation of the counter-revolutionary army. Western circles (notably certain French and West German Right-wing groupings), hankering
after Algeria francai,se, as well as the reactionary wing of the local
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bourgeoisie, had built a lot of hopes on this army. They saw Chaabani

(a feudal land-owner from the South) and Ait Ahmed (son of a
noble family), who s,tood out against the revolution, as potential
Tshombes. However, the attempts to "Congolize Algeria" were
thwarted after the People's National Army had captuied the two
men. In any case, they had never succeeded in attracting the masses
to 'their support in spite of their demagogic appeals to the regionalist
feelings that the colonialists had always nourished. The revolutionary
government came out of this political battle strengthened and with
increased prestige.
In the economic ffeld, the socialist sector whose failure was forecast
by the prophets has successfully withstood all attacks and all the
attempts at sabotage inspired by foreign or Algerian private capital,
and has extended its infuence throughout the country.
During the last anniversary meeting on November Ist, president
Ben Bella was able to announce that 70 per cent of agricultural production was now supplied by the self-management sector.
Nevertheless, Algeria still depends largely on France for her imports and exports. she is equally bound by the aid she receives from
the U.S.A. in the form of food. The aim is obviously to break away
from this dangerous hold.
This is particularly true of oil. In spite of threats and difficurties
in this ffeld, Algeria is going ahead with her plans: to recover her
national riches and use them to develop the country. At the end of
Sep'temlber, Ahmed

Ben Bella inaugurated a factory for liquefying
third oil-pipe at Haoud-elHamra-Arzew. In the near future this pipe-line will have arongside
it another pip-e for butane and propane gas. Both pipes wifl ffnish
a't the coast, for commereial pu{poses, but this time it will be for
the benefft of Algeria and not for the capitalist companies.
The President of the Republic took advantage of this opportunity
to
clearly the fundamen-tal attiudes of the Algieri-charter,
-reaffirm
a.nd the inspiration of his speech is to be found in th" follo*i.rg
gas at Arzew and operations for laying a

passagei

Algeria made _too many sacrifices for political liberation not to
quickly as possible to econ6mic liberation, which is
-as
what really counts in the eyes of the masses of Africa, Asia and
Latin America. We ourselves are convinced that we have chosen
the r]Sht way, even though it may upset certain private interests,
for the private companies take fheii methods fiom foreien soil
and their inspiration frorn ideas bound up with the coloniaf tradition, and their only business is amassing profits.
proceed

PoLmcAr .llrruns
In the case of oil, our position is clear and not open to -any doubt'
Alserian gas, like all natilonal resources, is the property of the State,
,r].1 th" Strt" *ill allocate it ffrst for the use and oonversion on
to foreign countries who wish to sign
the spot, and then for 9xp9rt
^Algeria
desi[ned to guarantee the security
Iong-ierm oontracts with

2r

of their

supplies.

is not only a question of selling raw materials, for-Algeril must
use these materials-on the spot so that she can start industrialization
and
and, put an end to unemploj'ment' Soon both a national reftnery
will
two,enterprises
These
Arzew.
at
b;
built
will
factory
a ferfulir"r
constitute the nutleus of a large oil and chemical industry'
one of the most importanl factors in 'the struggle for economic
liberation are the bonds of friendship and co-operation with the
socialist countries. The training of numerous experts with_experience
of hydrocarbon is a necessity, forwithoul them Algeria will never be
able to exploit her wealth.-Thanks to the Soviet Union, an African
Ilydrocarbin Institute started work in October at Bou Merdes
(ihirty-seven miles from Algiers) and more than 2,000 students are
attending courses given by Soviet professors' At the same time'
a Textile Institute opened
followinfi the Algerlan-Soviet agreem6nt,
.Ih9
AlggIiT steelworks, whose
near Alfrers at i'ordi el Bahri.
!$
annual frodudion will bo from 300,000 to 350,000 tons of steel, will
be built at Annaba with the aid of a loan of 20 million rubles from
the u.s.s.R. other ffnancial, cornmercial and cultural agreements
have been or are to be signed with the socialist countries' They help
develop the cuuntry, strerigthen Algerian independer,rce and frustrate
oossible imperialist blackmail.
^ I, the ffeia of foreign policy, Algeria has also kept to the Algiers
Charter and has put lerielf at thl head of th9 ffght for.national
liberation and uniti, of the African and Arab peoples. At Addis ,A.baba
d;"t the OAU confererr"e, at Cairo at the conference of non-aligned
and'at the UN during the debate on imperialist intervention
"o*tii*,
in the Congo, Algeria's voice has rung olt for the cause of independence and ii defeise of peace. In spite of her own difficulties, Algeria
has concretely demonitrated her solidarity with the - Congolese
patriots in the ffght against Tshombe and his mercenaries. several
ir*tht ago Algieis became a place,of refuge -and support for Patriots
expelled from'their own countries by colonialism and fascism.
3i-,ilrrly, relations with working class movements in capitalist
countries,' especially Communist parties, are -being- organized and
built up'froi, mu'tral interest. Delegations from the French and
Italian bommunist parties have been rece,ived in the past few months
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by the FLI ryty, and common communiques showing agreem€nt
on essential_ political problerns and outlining ways of co-iperauon
bg*e3n each of the parties and the FLN have-been'signed. TlL nignty11g rrench press was astonished at tJrese friendly links beture"r, thu

FLN and the French communist party. presideni Ben Beila replied
that it is natural for men and partiei who hold the sarne socialist
beliefs to ioin their efiorts
The enthusiasm of the masses is bound to grow and pessimism

and doubt bound to be routed when so much prolgress has b'een made
in applying the Algiers Charter. The enthusLr* 1er"r, if it is not
"explosive" as elsewhere) shows itself in voluntary work, such as the
campaign for planting trees, when hundreds of thousands of men and
wom€1, yogg and old, gathered together to plant millions of trees
!o replace the forests which had bein destroyed by the settlers or
by Fremch napalm bombs.
workers in the town and c_ountry are the ftrst to give an example of
dedicatio:r, foJ they know that the revolution bel"ongs to them and
it is their taslc to defend it and rnake it advance. they know the
necessity for strong vital trade union organizations and for a revolutionary pgty _to lead them and of which they wifl constitute the
essential foundation.
Algeria is now undergoing a period of

-Thus
organization: everpvhere
meetings are being rreta io foim party
branches; 6{ery week there is a conferen"e Io" trade unionists-, for
/g*g people, f9r women. People speak more and more openly of
what is right and what is not right, they are not afraid to denounee
faults or to criticize those responsible and the authoritarian methods
which have not yet altogether disappeared.
It is true that enemy intrigue and sabotage, various obstacles, and
the consequences of old methods and prejudices hindering the formation oJ ,a progressive party could slow up the revorution or even
put a halt to it.
,But one thing that is sure at the beginning of this new year is that
Algeria has started out on the--right
. rio* now on nothing can
-patt
rnake her retrace her steps. she will
advance irresistibly alon[ the
rvay marked out: tho way of socialism.
Algiers, Deoember 1g64.

NICHABD TORING

The Los Angeles

tity

Elections

If one were to ask at what time in a four-year cycle u
to
election could be staged when people would be least inclined"ity
be alert and active, the answer would have to be: immediately after
the presidential election, when they are emotionally spent, physically worn out, and whether triumphant or disgusted, seeking a
respite from "politicking." So that is when Los Angeles holds its
city

elections.

The city election is thus the great anticlimax, and the vote rarely
goes over 50/o. Bfi despite the narrowed participation, it is useful in demonstrating the first post-presidential strategies evolving
on each side among thd forces that condueted the national contest,
and thus may be of interest to other areas of the country.
There can be no doubt that California is the scene of a maior
counteroffensive of the ultra-Right. An analysis of the Goldwater]ohnson vote in the Congressional Districts throughout the country
shows that L.B.J. won in 375, Goldwater in 60, Of these 60, 46
were in the South. Of the 14 non-southern districts, si,x tnere in
southern Californin, and five in the Chieago suburban area. California was the only state in which a lanown ultra-Right (Murphy),
posing as a moderate, was able to get elected to the U.S. Senate.
Similarly the passage of Proposition 14, the initiative agairut fair
housing, was a victory for the ultra-Right in developing and crystallizing mass resistance to progressive change.
In addition they are being aided by the new developments on
the national scene. The escalation of the war in Viet-Nam, the big
stick in Latin America, the reactivation of the HUAC, are giving
the ultra-Rights broader acceptance. Despite the change in the
national chairmanship of the Republican Party, the ultra's still have
a firm grip on its lower bodies; and now Gold.water's Free Society
Association will add to their presence in the political field.
The Los Angeles elections demonstrated the divided opinions
on the liberal side of the fence as to how to deal with this threat.
The forces around Assembly Speaker Jesse M. Unruh have been
carrying on a line that is apparently an attempt to apply in California the LBJ policy of the "consensus." In an article in The
Worker last IVIarch, AI Richrnond, Editor of the People's Woild,,
26
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charaeterized Johnson's policy of the "consensus" as the support
of
vague "moderati,on" against "extremism of both Righf and
-a
Left," _a poficy of no debate, giving the illusion of progress without
struggle. This was the policy recommended to Cilifornians in a
speech by Unruh at the start of the campaign: 'We must aim at
the Center . . . against doctrinaire positions."
As_.-against this strateglr, progressive forces have been urging
an ofIensive against the ultra-Right, active discussion of the issues,
political independence based on mass struggle and political activity
in the cornmunities; and above all, the -broadesd possibre unity
against the ultra-Right.
_ 9rrr"_ aspects of this approach have been shown by Governor
Edmund G. Brown's Administration (Attorney-General Lynch,s ex_
plsure_ of the- private armies of the ultra-Right, and the passage
of .a bill^ outlawing them);
by the iigoror* indefendeit
actions of the convention of-some,
the california Democratic bouncil
last
roT" by the civil rights struggle. But what is mostly
-March;lacking is the broad over-all unity and J general strategy against
the. ultra-Right on a longer range than that of each siiuati& uy

itself.

***

The city elections witnessed a new stage in ,the deveropment of
.
the strategy of the ultra-Right. until that time, as with ioldwater
,,all_or_nothing,,
il9 Y*ply, they had always carried on a sectarian
fight for their own candidate; either he secured the nomination or
they withdrew their p-articipation from the oampaign. In this campaign they showed they- have_ developed pohtLally to the point
of merging wlth the Right and part of thd center to support reactionary candidates in general. Thus in the erection fo-rt mayor,
it was expe-cted that after their victory with Murphy, th"y would
put forward their own candida'te. Insiead it beca]ne clear as the
develo_ped that- they were satisfied to go along with the
:r*p:iql
broad Right and part of the center in supportlng the"politically
*rdl_ opportunist and nominal Democrat Mayo, SJ* Vorty against
the liberal Congressman ]ames Roosevelt.
A-fter the necessary brief_ apprenticeship as a liberal, yorty be_
came head of the state un-American A"tiviti"s committee,'then
proceeded to congress where, as an already experienced red-taiter,
he was welcomed on the House un-American Activities committee.
He then reached for the natura1 next rung-the u.s. Senate. unfortunately for him, some years had pass-ed since Nixon blazed.
the same trail, times were changing, th6 cDC had come into exis-
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in the Democratic primary. In 1960 he
came out publicly for Nixon for President, but after the Kennedy
victory he remained a politieian without a home. The non-partisan
city election in 1961 gave him the opportunity to solve his basic
problem-that he was in the wrong politieal party.
In this election Yorty was the incumbent with four years behind
tem@, and Yorty was defeated

him. While he had done nothing to make himself specially hated
by the peqple, he had certainly done nothing to antagonize the
reactionaries. To the big business interests of oil and real estate
he had shown himself at all times conformable.
The challenger was Congressman Roosevelt. fusured by his reoord
of labor and progressive support, Roosevelt had a fair chance, provided that ,the unity that had brought about the state-wide Dernocratic sweeps in 1958 and 1962 was forthcoming.
It is this unity that has been the prime target of the maneuvers
of Speaker Unruh. In his ambition to make himself governor, Unruh
has set himself the objectives of destroying the leading role of
Governor Brown, as well as of the CDC and the progressive forces
in the Dernocratic Party. As the acknowledged channel for the
campaign contributions to the legislators poured out by the big
lobbyists, Unruh has made clear that his efforts are to bring the
California Democratic Parly into conformity with the "safer" qrpe
of organization in other states. Thus, while he has publicly pledged
not to run in the primary, he is doing everything possible to mako
Brown's re-election impossible before the primary.
It is this overall strategy that explains Unruh's disruptive intervention in the mayoralty campaign. While technically not a resident of the city, Unruh persuaded two elected Negro officials,
Assemblyman Mewyn Dymally and City Councilman Billy Mills,
to campaign for Yorty (despite the disgust of the Negro community), and generally created as muc,tr disunity as possible. Dymally
and Mills failed to win the Negro vote away from Roosevelt. But
disunity itself is a great organizer-of defeat. This was borne out
vzlren Yorty, the candidate of a united Right, won with ffi% of
the vote in an unusually high turnout (62%) against a disunited
liberal coalition. Unruh imrnediately announced that it would
not be sulprising if Yor{y runs for Governor next year.

, Jo*pf"tay new situation
of the eity for the final election. There remained

With the mayoralty lrrporua of,
faced the people
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unsettled three council races and one place on the Board
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In 1962 the Los Angeles Negro com,munity, comprising somo
L4% of the population, first began to reap the fruits of twenty
years of effort for representation climaxed by the heightened
civil rights struggle of recent years. In &at year it elected the first
Negro congressman west of Chicago, and two Negro assembl)rrnen.
And in the spring of 1963, it elected three Negroes to the City
Council of fifteen members.
At the start of the current campaign the Negro communitv
announced its intention to try for a seat on the seven-member
Board of Education. Among the different voices in the communilr,
it was the Unitod Civil Rights ,Committee that took the lead, calling
a conference to select a candidate. That call resulted in one of the
most impressive gatherings in the community in years. On a weekday afternoon and evening some 600 Negro representatives and
leading individuals (with a sprinkling of whites) met and discussed the issues involved in education, adopted rules and discussed a number of candidates. Finally, by a two-thirds vote they
nominated the Reverend James ]ones, one-time union coal miner,
now minister of a Presbyterian church and active in the education
of "underprivileged" children, as the candidate of the community.
So authentic was the community voice that none of the dir"p
pointed candidates, nor any Negro that had not participated, filed
against Jones in the eleotion. Two filed for a different seat on the
Board. Despite general e$orts for unity, a Mexican-American,
R*lph Poblano (a follower of Unruh) and a tiberal educator,
Robert Docter, filed against Jones, as did a few minor figures.
The ultra-Right had two candidates: the,Committee for Constitulonal
Government and the usual'fringe" outfits endorsed Emily Sims; but
the new big financial names of the ultra-Right appeared behind
Marion Miller, a former FBI stoolpigeon who had been swamped
in a previous try for the Board of Education, but now filed again.
Little was heard of Emily Sims, but suddenly the radio and other
media were saturated with Marion Miller putting forward a mild
program of the "8 R's."
The results of the primary were dramatie. Marion Miller swept
into first place wi,th 155,000 votes. Far behind came ]ones wilh
101,000 and Docter with 99,000. Sims had 64,000, Poblano SB,000.
The total for identifiable Rightists was 234,000; the total for liberal and minority candidates 2"57,0N. The two candidates in the run-
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offr the ultla-Right and the Negro. The situation seemed far from
promising.

It

is well known that education is one of the ooncentration points

of the ultra-Right in the localities throughout the nation. Despite
the Democratic sweep in California in 1962, the ultra-Rights were
able to elect their candidate Max Rafferty to the (non-partisan)
state ofrice of Superintendent of Public Instruction.
In the past they had controlled the Los Angeles Board of Education almost by default until the period in the fifties when they
made Los Angeles a national laughing-stock by proscribing books

about the UN, denouncing UNESCO, etc. It was this that brought
about their downfall, the foundation of the Committee for Better
Education, the defeat of the two brash ultras and the election
of three liberals. However, time has whittled away at the situation,
and the post at issue in the final election this spring would decide
the majority on the Board. In a revealing co um in the Los Angeles
Ti,mes early in the run-off campaign, Rafferty, after denouncing
the appearance of Communist speakers on university campuses
here, raised the old banner again, reminding his readers of the
battle against the UN, defending the banning of UNESCO material in the past, and announcing that he is still opposed to UN materials in the schools.

*

*

o

The run-off election presented two alternative policies: to seek
clich6s) a "confrontation" - ultra-Right versus
Negro; or to recognize the issue of Negro representation as being
in this case included within the larger issue of an all-embracing
struggle against the ultra-Right for democracy in education. This
viewpoint in no way requiredl the Negro cornmunity to lessen its
own campaign for representation; but it acguired the added note
that in the struggle to preserve dernocracy in education for the
city of Los Angeles, the standard had been placed in the hand of
a Negro citizen.
In addition, there was a special feature in this campaign besides
the general struggle against the ultra-Right. No one could escape
the question: What would it mean in the culfure of a country
to have an ex-FBI stool-pigeon on the Board of Education of Los
Angeles? The response from all elements of the divided liberal
forces to the broad placing of the issues began to mount. Dymally
and Mills were among the first to announce their support, and
to pledge that 'they would campaign for Jones. The Unruh forces,
that had supported Poblano, offered support to the Jones campaign,

(in the current
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and it was necessary to dissuade some who were for rejecting it.
Robert Docter, who had been nosed out in the primary, endoised
Jones and campaigned actively for him. The Los Angeles Ci,tizen,
official organ of the AFL-CIO, came out with a series of front-page
banner editorials each week, exposing Marion Miller's identilication with the ultra-Right, characterizing her campaign as "a Rightwing conspiracy to take over the schools," and ending with a
presentation of Jones and his program. The Los Angeles Times
which,--since its original exposure of the ]ohn Birch Society, has
generally opposed the ultra-Right candidates, supported Docter in
the-primary. But in the finals it announced its iupport of
Jones
on his merits.
A feature of the campaign was the work of the Jewish community.
In the primary, Mrs. Miller had polled a suprisingly high vote
there. Apparently her campaign had not been taken seriously in
view of her previous overwhelming defeat. With memories ol the
Judenrat in mind, the Jewish community set to work in the finars.
The Jones headquarters there was the most active in the city
outside of the Negro comrnunity.
In the final result Jones won by 28,000 votes. The total vote
(with the m,ayoralty and other contests decided) had gone down
frorn 610,000 to 524,000. Miller increased her vote by 60/o, lones
by L72/o. In_this wictory Jones became the first Negro in twenty
years to be elected on a city-wide scale.
- IJ yas a_fairly close victor/, but nevertheless a striking one. It
had been_ biought about more by the upsu_rge among llements
_
in the
white community than by *y other single cause. But it
had been built out of the unifying effect of the iemarkabre Negro
community conference-the dramatic picture of a whole community assembling its own forces and speaking in its own name without benefit of politicians. It was this picture which had a certain
reflection in the Jewish commuaity when the responsibility seerned
thrown to them by the appearance of Marion uiller as the victorious candidate of the ultra-Right. And certainly the intense activity
i1 the- ]ewish community exposing Miller and in support of ]ones
played a decisive role.
A weak feature in the campaign was that it was not immune
from the growing
in baffornia of handing over political
_disease
campaigns to public relations agencies. This has grown to the
ridiculous point where candidates fight for the servi"ces of touted
agencies as if they were tantamount to nomination or eleetion.
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is
far
more
image
But politics
than
manipulation and public relations. Had the Jones campaign been left to the agency, it would
have been lost. It was the mobilization of active volunteers in a
nurnber of key districts, not just posters andt advertising, that was
responsible for the viotory. Nor does agency publicity have the
authenUc touch that comes only from volunteers immersed in their
communities.

A lamentable feature of the campaign was the aloofness of the
Moxican-American community. Poblano, as well as the MexicanAmerican Political Association, gave their endorsements only a

few days before the election. The vote was particularly light. It
seems inescapable, despite all rational and theoretical arguments,
that a minority which is itself deprived, is not going to get too
excited over the struggles of another minority until it itself has
rcakzed a number of gains. The large Mexican-American minority,
nearly L0% of the seven million population of Los Angeles County,
and 7% of the city population, has today one representative in
Congress, two in the Assembly who are not particularly eonnected
\ rith the community, and none on either the five-man Board of
County Supervisors, or the fifteen-man City Council. Neither the
M.A.P.A. nor any of the older or newer organizations that plav
an active or desultory role in politics as the case may be, have yet
succeeded in creating the political unity and drive that has won
the gains made so far by the Negro community. This remains one of
the most pressing problems of the people of Los Angeles.
The lesson of the Jones victory is so obvious as virtually to defy
any a,ttempts at obfuscation. The ultra-Right can be defeated only
by unity. And the next engagement is already beginning. Ronald
Reagan is already campaigning for Governor of California. Doubtless he figures that if a song-and-dance man can make it to the
U.S. Senate, why shouldn't a movie hero who has been active in
Right-wing politics for a dozen years, chairing the California CiHzens for Goldwater-Miller last year, rnake it to the Governor's
chair and-who Inows?-beyondt Even nationally, where Goldwater's name has ceased to thrill, Reagan is becoming the new
darling. It should be recognized at once that, ridiculous as it may
seern to some, Reagan is a serious tlreat for the governorship.
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in

congressional and state

elections next year. The coalition around the Democratic Party in
California is in serious disarray. Opposition to the Brown Administration is being assiduously fed by Unruh. The shamblos of the
recent (heavily Dernocratic) legislative session was largely his
doing, And the predictable Leftist reaction has already been voiced
by Gene Marine in the June Pacific Scene (formerly the Liberol
Dem.ocrat).In an article entitled "Pat Brown has got to go" (written, as the author says, after moving to New York and taking "a
sedate lofty look at California politics"), he writes:

Don't wait until it's Brown or Reagan . . . as we waited
until it was Brown or Nixon in 1962. Get yourselves another boy,
now. Nq I don't know who. That's your froblem. But f suggeil
that we recall how we all worked 6ur fimilies off last yeii to
keep Goldwater out, so we could sit around and watch that
Texan madman out-Goldwater him anyway. M"yb" you don't
have to B$_ loyone,,else; just sit down. Beeause-in all-honestywhat would Jesse Unruh do that's worse?

What the radical andl non-Communist Left should overcome,
seems to rne, is this fetishism of politiciarx. Essentially it is the
shallow idea that the politician is the leader of the coalition, its
cutting edge. It is the unscientific belief that a progressive coalition, having elected a candida,te can then expect him to function

it

exclusively as a progressive among all the interplay of power sources
and pressures in this capitalist system. The key thing is not whether
the politician falls short but the continuous expansion and organizatiola of the independent poktical coalition among the people,
the mobilization of their pressures arising out of struggles on the
basic issues, to overcome the pressures from reactionary sources,
and to become the leading expression of a politically activated
people.
This was the basic source of strength in the days of FDR, whose
performance was also far frorn perfect at many critical junctures.

Independent political action is shown not by the pettish rejection
of inilividual lrcliticians to be replaced by someone worse, but by
activi,ty in building the organized political strength and unity of
the people. This, in essence, is the answer to the threat ol the
ultra-Right.

It is altogett proUrlte that t" *,*r, including many who
", support the reckless ]ohnson-MacNamara war'with mixed feelings
making, will express their discontent and apprehension by refusing
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to speak of Communist) instructors; teaching
"Marxisrn" generally by anti-Marxists; providing shamelessly biased
texts; 5) philosophically, emphasis has been given to systems marked
by cynicism, denial of causation, denial of progress, and concerted
assaults upon democratic postulates.
All of the above must be placed within the context of an intensifying state monopoly capitalism characterized by an aggressive
foreign policy. One of the rnost obvious-and ominous-results of
this is an increasing financial dependence of educational centers
upon Federal money, particularly as such money is earmarked for
Cold War usage, either military, propagandistic or diplomatic.
Certain features of the above are as old as the United States;
for instance, the racism. Others are as old as monopoly capitalism;
for instance, domination of higher education by trustees all of whorn
are rich. Others are new and all are new in degree.
and Marxist (not

HERBERT APTHEKER

The Academic Hehellion

in the United States

In form and content, no major American institution is so backward as the educational. This is true from kindergarten tlrough
university.

In terms of form, the most significant backward

elements are:

l) an almost cornpletely segregated and racist school system, reflecting and bulwarl<ing a ghetto society; 2) an increasing proportion
of education no longer is public and secular but increasingly is
private and religious; today about L4% of American youth are educated in other than public schools; 3) a fantastic ditTerence in
all criteria of education exists between schools located where the
rich live and those "serving" the poor; 4) higher education-both
public and private-is dominated completely by a system of Boards
of Trustees or Regents; the people making up these governing
bodies, as we emphasized in these pages last month, are almost all
white, Anglo-Saxon, elderly, notoriously reactionary, and grossly
wealthy; 5) the widespread existence of various witch-hunting and
"loyalty" requirements.
In terms of content, the most significant backward elements are:
1) the curricuium and instruction, generally speaking, are racist;
i.e., either through errors of commission or omission, the vast maiority of students are led to believe in the innate superiority of
white people; 2) the assumptions of education are elitist, from I.Q.
tests to so called "rails" to courses offered and expectations held out
and efforts encouraged, the educational system operates in fact
upon the assumption of the intellectual and moral superiority of the
rich-i.e., of the "successful"; 3) anti-Communism is required by
law for millions of younger students and is at least encouraged, for
additional millions; this systematized poison has been injected into
texts and instruction for the past fifteen years and especially for
the past five; 4) on the higher educational levels, the same end has
been sought in more sophisticated ways, i.e., weeding out radical
34

Throughout the Cold

** n"rrt,

no*l,r"r-even the coldest

of McCarthy-resistance never was extirpated.

years

Communists in the
first place, though battered and hounded, persecuted and jailed,
never quit and kept alive some protest andl did manage to reach
several thousands of people among faculty, students and the gen-

eral public. Others, equally devoted in their own ways to reason
and science and the Bill of Rights, also never cornpletely ceased
resisting and they, too, reached thousands. The point is that never
in post-war America has reaction been successful in ftrlly stifling
the sacred and radical "No."
With signs of diminution in the Cold War, particularly from
about 1959 through 1964, the vigor of resistance to N4cCarthyism,
notably among youth, students and scholars, mounted, Interlocked
was the fantastic forward surge of the Neglo people's movement.
The battle against war, especially thermonuclear lvar, also intensified. Meanwhile, and again interlocked, the successes of Socialismlarticularly the absolutely traumatic shock felt in the United
States with Sputnik-and of the national liberation movements, in
Africa (having special influence upon the twenty million Negro
Americans ) and in Asia and Latin America also reached and moved
tens of millions of Americans. The impact of the Cuban Revolution
and the fantastic ineptness-to use no harsher word-of officiat U.S.
policy vis-a-vis the New Cuba, has been tremendous.
At the same time, "People's Capitalism" and the "Affluent society"
did not amount to what the Ruling Class Rooters had insisted. The
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Left consistently pointed to the reality and significance of poverty,
but in the Iast five or six years this glaring fact-at a minimum
there are thirty-five million impoverished Americans'has been generally discovered so that now even the President knows it. The
denial and the reality deeply affected youth, students and scholars;
this has ,been all tho more true since the "prosperity" avoided the
young especially and, of course, the Negro youth most particularly,
so that, for exnmple, the rate of unemployment of tlle former generally has been at least twice the average rate and of the latter from
three to f.our times as great.
Moreover, the anti-rational and anti-democratic quality of the
educational system affronts ,the life of learning and the principles
of the United States in their deepest, most historic and best sense.
Scholars worth their salt find it increasingly burdensome simply to
function as scholars in such an atmosphere. Furthermorg the naturally evocative and maturing quality of youth was particularly appalled by the clmical, amoral and purposeless pose and content of
the McCarthy "philosophy." Hence, in a fundamental intellectual
and moral sense, rebellion has been latent and with the sources
and causes touchedl on above this rebellion has been sparked into

a flame.
And a flame it is; it is growing into a bona fide forest fire, too.
It now involves Negro and white-increasingly together. It involves
every region of our vast country. It encompasses sfudents and faculty-increasingly the latter. It is taking on assoeiational formsnew student and professional organizations proliferate; new magazines appear alrnost daily, with their very titles conveying tho

poiat-Controaarsy, Insurgent, Veritas, Nomos, etc. lt h ileepening,
too. More 'and more the movement questions tire structural organizatton of education and its philosophy; more and more, also, questions are raised as to the structure of society and dominant assumptions. Not in twenty years has there been so avidl an interest in
Marxism; once again the alternative of socialism is being seriously
weighed.

Increasingly, youth and faculty want sincerity, commitment, earnThey $o
want cynicism, dogma, ritual. And they are
-not
dissatisfied- with things as they are. They want to live; they db not
want to kill or be killed for reasons either obscure or malicious.
The influence of the Left is growing; leaders of the Left are
gaining wider and wider audiences. Not only are the numbers increasing; the intensity and respect of .their attention are growing.
In the past months mass movements involving hundreds o] tho"ie_stness.-
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the student and faculty bodies. (In this connection,
must be kept in mind that today's campuses are populated by
millions, not thousands, and that among them today are significant
proportions of working-class and Negro youth. ) These movements
have taken wonderfully imaginative forms-teach-ins, sit-ins, leamins (and at Ohio State a read-in, so that while the Banned One sat in
silence, others read from some of his works to thousands of students). Of course, old-fashioned forms-picket lines, demonstrations,
etc.- also have been present. Those making up these movements
and efforts are fully serious and most courageous; legal prosecution,
illegal persecution, police brutality, have not daunted them.
andrs have swept

it

.***
Some specific,

tlough necessarily very brief, notice must be taken

of the radical character of the critique of the educational system
that is becoming more and more widespread. ]ohn Holt, a teacher,
has produced a significant examination of elementary education in
his book, Hout Chi.lfl,ren Fail (N.Y., 1965, Pitman Publishers, 94.50).
This book deals not with public schools for the so-called "under-

privileged" but rather with the private schools maintained for the
ohildren of the wealthy-children who, somehow, are never tabeled
"over-privileged."
In these schools, Holt shows that children are processed very
much like sausages in a meat factory; as a result, he declares, they
"fail to develop rnore dtan a tiny part of the tremendous capacity

for learning, understanding and creating with which they were
born. ." Everything is standardized, made conformist, and the

last thing desired or encouraged is thought. Furthermore, the fuel
fear-everywhere a pervasive fearr "Even in the kindest and
gentlest of schools," writes Holt, "children are afraid, many of
them a great deal of the time, sorne of them almost all the time . . .
afraid of failing, afraid of being kept back, afraid of being called
stupid, a"fraid of feeling themselves stupid." Success is the goaland "success" is what is meant. Hence, "teachers and schools tend
to mistake good, behavior for good character"; the result, concludes
Holt: "We have made them [the pupils] intellectually weak and
sfunted, and worse, dishonest."
Description is stronger in Holt's book than is diagnosis or prescription; but the description is charged with wrath and augurs
heroic therapy.
On the high-school level, Edgar Z. Friedenberg, a professor of
sociology at the University of California, has produced an equally

is
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searing work, Conxing of Age i,n, America (N.Y., 1965, Random
House, $5.95) beautifully subtitled: Groroth and Acquiescence. So
tyrannical and frustrating does Friedenberg find high-school education that he compares the students to colonial subjects and the
administrators to callous, brutal and bureacratic overlords. He compares life within rnost of them to a bad book-"sentimental
emotionally and intellectually dishonest." Hence, "The animus is
directed against those of the young who are too fully alive, too
completely realized, to fit among its characters." Professor Friedenberg thinks that, "The highest function of education is to help
people understand the meaning of their lives, and become more
sensitive to the meaning of other peoples' lives andl relate to them
more fully." This function is absent, he concludes, and obseryes:

The society that prefers the kind of rnan who has never examined the meaning of his life against the context in which he
lives is bound to believe that it has a youth problem, For its own
sake, _and_ the_sake of its social futuie, orrJ
only pray that

"u,
it really does have.
A few Commencement Addresses offered at the just-concluded
graduation season-including one or two delivered by University

Presidents-contained a new note of concern and warning and even
discernment. Thus, 'the President of West Virginia Universif, Dr.
Paul Miller, entitled his address "The Untidy Society"; rarely have
I read a more unequivocal attack upon the accumulating deficiencies o{ this social order. For instance:

"The Ultjdy Society" stages great spectacles about the corruption in public and private life yet produces few great moral advances, I't can turn dark-skinned people away at the church door,
or use a courtroom to attack civility among men. It can make a
ghetto out of the heart of the city
and tf,en desert it for suburbia. . It is no sudden rvave 'of bitterness or cynicism that
washes over me, but I am indignant. I want you to become the
same way: over what we are doing to a beautiful country.
Not the least rernarkable element in this extraordinary speech
is the fact that the University President offers the opini,on that
an important obstacle to overcoming this "untidy" society is "our
pre{erence for listening with greater attention to the claims of
private interests than to those of public interests."
The President of Mercer University, Dr. Rufus C. Harris, speaking at Tulane's Commencement exercises in New Orleans, also
demonstrated remarkable directness. Thus:
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The thought lingers that at the point of graduation college
to the heart
,of truth, than they ever will be again. Almost everything will
work, consciously or not, for their diffusion and corruption as
they move out into the world.
students are probably nearer to- good, and closer

Such unusual commencement addresses make a little less stunning
the special Report prepared at the request of and with funds provided by the Board of Regents of the University of California
and known as the Byrne Report after the Special Counsel of the
Board which prepared it, a distinguished attorney, Jerome C. Byrne.
Issued in May, 1965, this study of the camp,us uprising at Berkeley
was so forthright that it was very nearly suppressed by the Board
which paid for it, The whole, rather lengthy, document will repay
careful study;o in generally exonerating the students and placing
the main blame where it belongs-upon the Board of Regentsthe Byrne rE)ort declares:

This generation of students acts from a dissatisfaction with
the rate of change in American society and that dissatisfaction
is pointed and intense. ,At the point of entry to the adult society,
many students are deeply concerned about the commitment they
can make to it. In the main, they ask not that the society be
perfect but that they have the opportunity to help make it so.
o"ru

no "flash in the pan."
The developments of ,r,l ,"""rr1 p*r,
in
the
The academic community
United States has been quali,tatively changed. These developments will go forward, not backward. This generation means to achieve the democratization of the
educational system, from elementary school to university; the best
among them-and their numbers grow-are fed up with rot, lies,
racism, sadism, pornography, apathy, and killing. They are a nonfactional youth; the splits of the thir'ties, the personalities of the
thirties seem to them quite out-dated (they overemphasize discontinuity); they are broad in outlook, mood and behavior. AIso,
having lived with annihilation hanging overhead since they were
born, they are quite fearless. They are augry, too; angry that the
world into which they have been brought and which they now
want to enjoy and enrich, is a world threatened with destruction.
This youth sees the absurdity of such dangers as well as their
* It has been reprinted hy The Free Student Union of the University
of California, in Berkeley, and may be obtained for ten cents.
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reality; and the faculty have been given renewed courage by this
DiogenesJike tribe.

[,et no one believe that significant advances cannot be made.
They can be and in fact they have been and are being made. While
tluee years ago, a ban against Communist speakers was successfully invoked at the State University of New York in Buffalo, that
ban was removed in October, 1964 and the battle against it had
tho overwhelming support of very nearly the entire university pop.
-oi
ulation; most recently, in June, 1965, the Board of Trustees
tfie
State University of New York has rescinded altogether the nonCommunist oath hitherto required of all its teacheri. Nowhere, indeed, is the reality of the accomplishment more apparent than at
Berkely itself. william Trombley, of the Los Angeles-Ti*as, correctly
concludes an article, "A Fresh Look at the university of california;'
(New Republic; luly 8, 1965), with ttrese words:
The shrffy atrnosphere of the Board of Regents has been freshened by the wind of reform. This may not b} precisely what the
speec[demonstrators had in mind when they occupied Sproul
{1e9.

Hall last December 2, but it is a fundamentil chairge iri the
largest university in the world, one that may have Sffects on
higher education everywhere.

It must be added that the several hundred students whose courage
and understanding made possible this salutary change now stand
convicted, in a municipal court, as criminals. Imperiled is the
nation whose rulers condemn its noblest youth.
is the essay, "Toward a Democratic University,,'
- D:eply significant
!y
?" J*"ph I. Lipson, professor of physics at the University of
Pittsburgh. This appears in the first number of a new magazine
published by students of that university, called Nomos. Prolessor
Lipson merits quotation at some length. He declares:

II
fiIE trCTDEMIC REBELLION
allow students and faculty to participate in the decisions which so
vitally affect them." And he concludes:
that the time and date of indepenTherefore, it is proposed
-tha1
a program of educating the faculty and
dence be set, and
the student body in their future responsibilities begin' It is proposed that the intelligence and character which cause society to
tust the faculty to educate their children, which cause Parents
to allow their children to leave home ancl which iustity the expenditure of huge funds on university education be trusted to
the demodatic participative Process a working reality.*

-rnake

Exactly.

s*s

It is not possible to exaggerate the moral quality of the academic revolution now maturing in our country. I have tried to
sketch its historic and social roots but I must not de-emphasize
its moral manifestation. The movement is filled with a colossal
sense of i.nd,ignation-at waste, at dishones$, at cruelty, at frus-

tration, at an absence of hope and feeling and love.
This new generation is a beautiful one. Like the great Negro
movement, it is .bound up-more and more this is being understoocl-with the need for basic stmctural change in the United
States. Hence, there will develop an increasing relationship among
the civil liberties, peace and labor movernents with the Negro,
youth and academic movements. The national qualitative leap will
occur when all these together transform the political apparatus in
the United States and so make fully practical the achievement of
a fundarnentally significant program of social advance, equality
and Peace'
July 1, 1g65

It is often stated

that the size of the modern university is
a sense of alienation in both the student body
and faculty. Not size, but thc application of formal business
administrative theory- to what shoirld be a participative demo.
cratic enterprise, is the principal culprit . . . of tht institutions
of higher lbarning in tLe coirntry tiere are no more than a

responsible for_

handful that are not run like a frozen medieval barony.
Professor Lipson insists that, "The present discontent in the universities relates to the lack of democratic procedures which would
p"Tit the faculty and the student body to participate in generating
useful ohanges." He continues: "Some means must beJound t6

* see, also, the articles by Mervin B. Fre,edman, Assistant Dean at. stani'go t 'of Student Dijcontent," The Nati'on, June 14,- l!p[;. fv Arnold
s. Kaufman, Professor of Philosophy at the university of Michigan, "New
Fi"." fo" the Times," i,biil., Jwe 21, 7965; and by John Weiss, Professor
;i Ui.t"rv-;i Wryrr" State University, "The University as Corporation,"

fora,

New [Jni,oersi'tg Though,t, Summer,

1965.

NAN SHEPPAND

Thoughts on "The Feminine Mystique"
Like Rache1 carson's The si,lent spring, Betty Friedan's Feminine
fifystique* is a book which cannot be read peifunctorily, laid down
and forgotten. Like the other', The Feminine ilysti,que clocuments the
existence of a basic evil of our society. Betty Friedan places under
the philosophical microscope "The problem That Has i.[o Name"the special (and inferior) position of women in our society.
The Reactionarg Concopt of Woman's place
The book presents the position that r,vomen have been sold down
the river into a way of living and being-and thinking-that limits
her abilities, frustrates and Ihrottles hJr capabilitiesl It is Betty
Friedan's belief that
artiffcially created :'Feminine N{ystique;'
-an
keeps women o iented within the small u,orld of the home, ihus
attacking her growth as an individual and her ultimate happiness.
This
inhibits her contribution to society as the bound feet
-mystique
of Chinese
women at tle beginning of the
distorted and
""r,tr.y
prohibited natural grorvth.
In _cornpliance with this mystique, the major portion of woman-kind
believe that their basic reason for being is liusband and family
and home. It has kinship with the Nazi Jogan: "Kirche, Ki.iche,

Kinder."

Magazines, newspapers, current ffction, .television, and on another
level, educators, sociologists, psychologists, psychoanalysts join together in creating-and sustaining-the mystique, in assuring'women
that the greatest fulffllment for the female^is in withdrairal from
the competitive realities of the work-a-day world. In accord with her
hasic fernale aharacteristic, she should devote her life to her family,
and make her home a retreat for a work-weary husband and a warm,
inspirational nest for her children. She must use her abilities to make
her home beautiful, to push her husband onwards and upwards
and help her_children fulfill their careers. she should be
fassive,
compliant, and play her role on the stage of the Iives of othlrs.
To
clo otherwise will but bring her up a blind alley of personal futility.
+While The Feminin.e Mgstique
(\otlg" puUjshers,, New york, g5.9b)
appeared several years agd, we print this article ir"ih; ir;d"of'Lvor.ing
ftrrther discussion on a much-neglected subject.
42
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This is the essence of "The Feminine Mystique" as Betty Friedan

TIIE FEMIilINE

sees

it.

She wrrites of the ffeld of education: "It takes a very daring educator today to attack the sex-directed line, for he must challenge, in
essence, the conventional image of femininity. The image says that
women ,are passive, dependent, oonformist, incapable of critical
though,t or original contribution to society; and in the best traditions
of the self-fulfflling prophecy, sex-directod, education continues to
make thern so, as in an earlier era, lack of education made them so."
Mrs. Friedan concerns herself with the generation of women,
middle-class, who reached maturity after the end of World War II.
Her middle-class orientation might, ordinarily, limit the book"s
implications. But the book precisely describes the dorrvinant philosophy surrounding the woman question in the United States and,
therefore, its implications apply to all women.
At a time when the problems of peace, Freedom Now and the
well-being of mankind have reached a period of unparalleled signiffcance for the future pathway of society, it is necessary for progressive forces to evaluate the application of this book, in order to
enhance the oontribution of women.

Effects on Young and Old
Mrs. Friedan became increasingly aware of the destructive force
of the "feminine mys,tique" when she attempted to ftnd out what had
become of former college classmates. She found out that at the end
of a ten year period, th"y were for the most part unhappy, bored,
and disenohanted with their lives. They had for a short time, or never,
rnade use of their skills learned in collego, but under the aura of
lhe "feminine mystique" had devoted themselves to domestic life
solely. They felt life was passing them by. Bowling, dabbling in
school and community affairs, extra-marital pastimes, andi alcoholism
were some of the answers they found. The psychiatrist's couch saw
most of than regularly. "Is this all?" they asked in desperation.
Continuing her investigations, Mrs. Friedan dlrected questionnaires to girls about to graduate college. These revealed that the
maiority had no intention of pursuing careers of their own. They
Iooked forward to marriage immediately upon graduation and raising
large families in beautiful homes.
Small gir1s, even before their teen years, have already been caught
up in the false femininity of the "feminine mystique." They are
taught to require qpecial cosmetics, perfumes, hairdressing aids, to
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tastes
which
will
result
in
cascading proftts for the manu$evelop
facturers of these oommodi,ties for many yeari ihead.
Tho
]ittle- girl becomes a teen-ager, and now, subject to a sexorientedt milieu, she wants nothing more than to marry at a young
age. Again, she spends more money on beautifying aids ana ctottrei

than her mother or grandnaother did. she is, in Iact, the clmosure
of a sex culture which abounds around her-in the newspaplrs and
magazines, on the television screen and in the movies. sh-e ioes not
yorry about developngent of her abilities. The greatest reality for
he1.is the
loylgirl rela,tionship- that -she hopes i,ill develop eventually i{o the husband-wife relationship.
As wife, this woman of the "feminine mystique" engages in e'dless
housekeeping tasl$ and cookery-the b,sier sh-e can k"ee! herself, the
better. The morg gadgetrl she uses, the more time is tiken up in a
s.uper:tructure of petty tasks and the less time she spends on bioader
thought, or involvement on problems outside her dior.

This woman wants more children than her mother had. she is dein the book as a woman taught to live without her own
'.dentity-"the woman behind the man, the mother, whose lack of
develpment and long-term interests of her own urges he.to participate to a large extent in the life of her husband and child-ren.
She is stultiffed and stultifying. she inhibits her children from selfsuficiency and teaches them to cling to her, sopping their personalities into her own, as a sponge.
'Y*{ culture-s pass on their conflicts to children, through the
says Mrs. Friedan of the college wornen interviewei, ,,but
lotl_rers,"
in the modern culfures of the civilized worrd, not many educate
their strongest, ablest women to make a career of their o*r'"hildr"rr.',
.. she points o,t that Dr. spock noted that Russian children, whose
"mothers usually have some purpose in their lives besides motherhood-they work in medicine, science, education, industry, government, art-seemed somehow more stable, adjusted, *aioe] than
American children, whose full-time mothers dL nothing but worry
about them. could it be that Russian women ,ru ,o-.-rhow better
rnothe_rs because they have a serious purpose in their own lives?i,
And so we come to the middle age- or this woman described by
Betty Friedan. she has devoted her rife to the full-time pursuits of
being wife
mother. Now in middre age, her child-b#inj auy,
_and
over,- terrible emptiness besets her. Her reaso., for being, ,.r&,
thu
'feminine:nystique," has run its course, and she is Iost "and
without
ide-ntity. The
pulpor"lu*
_children have left home. The years
before her, and she has difficulty knowing whai to do"r"
witl hfr ume.
scribed
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Betty Friedan's conclusion is that there must be a new way of life
for women, which will reclaim them and their abilities for the world
around them. Women must have a life in which they perform work
in which they have a sustained interest. With education the tool,
lvornen must become part of the world around them and make
meaningful contributions to society. They will, thus, reclaim their
identities and live happier lives.

ln World War ll and Toda.y
The "feminine mystique" is actually a revival of an old, reactionary
concept of wornan's lnsition

in society. During World War II, women

were malangimportant contributions in every area, in the shops where
the men had been, in the professions, on every job level. The woman
in the factory went to work with the plaudiits of society ringing
around her. She was told her work was of the highest importance
in the total war efiort. How had it been lrcssible to change this?
Betty Friedan attributes the change to a subjective response to
the end of the war. She says that after World War II, the women,
too long separated from their men, were very willing to devote
themselves to keeping the home fires bright, to make comfor,table
homes for their husbands and start the large families that had been
postponed, And the culture of the day fell into step.
Mrs. Friedan speaks of the motivational research people who chart
human motivation in order to advise industry how to sell its products.

She notes how they have advised industry to direct advertising to
the women in the home so that she feels her home is a means of
expression for her, But she does not see the conssioru attempt after
World War II to push wornen back into the home-at the dictates
of industry.
The actuality was that women were given war-time oppor:tunities
because they were sorely needed in the war-time labor market. Once
the need for women was over, they were shunted out of their jobs.
The soldiers who were returning home were determined that industry
should keep its promise to have their jobs waiting. It became desirable to funnel women out of the labor nnarket again.
Once more ffction, movies, television, newsp,apers, magazines mobilized. They began discarding material on "career women." Women
were told to go back to being women-that is, to go back to the
home and ooncentrate on t{re holy career of being wife and mother.

The Special Burdens of Worki,ng Wom.en
However, t-here is the fact that one-third of all women are working
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at this time. Betty Friedan sees these working women as insignificant
in number, and working, not because of a long-term personil commitment, but because these women want a few extra dollars to spend
on new appliances or to help children go to college.
picture of the working women is, of course, out of focus. In spite
-Her
c.f the all-out effort to push women back into the home, a siza-ble
portion soon becanle wage earners again. Post-war inflation quickly
shrank the dollar wages of the working man. Industry began producing the consumer needs which had so long been denied. There
r,vere electric washers, electric dryers, new automobiles, and television

sets. Credit buying was encouraged.

There was an American dream of abundance, for those who could
afford it. To achieve this drearn of American life, which was flaunted
on every billboard and in eyery magazine, it was clear that one salary
was insufficient. cash reseryes disappeared with inflation. with the
beginning of build-up of materiel for the cold war, high taxes completed tn" jo!. Two salaries were needed in many himes, not for
luxuries, but for the upkeep of the family.
The wornen who went back to work received lower wages and
worked in less skilled categories than men. The probrems of i-he wife
and mother at work escalated when automation became a major
factor in American life. Thousands of men, found. expendable in fhe
prod.trction process, were disnaissed from
'ttreir jobs. Many women
found themselves the sole support of the family.These working women Iive under conditions which are a hundredfold more difficult and complicated than the position of Betty
Friedan's middle class woman. They sufler from Some of the most
severe contradictions of present-day society. In the shops and offices
joday, the working woman endures the most severe ipeod_up, ex_
hausting her physically and mentally. She is burdened, iurthermore,
by the pervading tenets of the "feminine mystique.,, She is not in a
position to serve her husband and children as much as she would
like. she can''t keep her home in a manner which conforms with the
standards of the non-working- woman. She largery has the responsibility fol thg disposition o{ her children. rhey are in nurseriei, if
she can afiord it, or cared{or by older relatives and neighbors. Their
condition, health and problems generally, are mainly 1er responsibility to handle. After her working day, the responsiLility of fiousekeeping tasks also rests mainly on her shoulders] even thlugh sometimes the husband shares some of this work. To this *o*ir,,
day means a family crisis, which takes its toll in weariness".,r"ry
and

nervousness.
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And, for the most part, believing in the rnystique, she hopes for
the time when "things are better" so she can return to her home and
her tasks there. She is still home-oriented.
If she is a member of an organization-trade union, fraternal
or church group-she listens to someone she believes much wiser than
she-a man-and if it is a woman, she fleels this woman is "different."
Reports state that the largest segment of those unemployed are
women, to add to the deepening of her problem. The Negro woman
still ffnds only a token answer to her dem,and for equal job opportunities. She is trow on the totem pole, indeed. In many cases she is
the domestic help Betty Friedan urges the middle class woman to
invest in, so she may have time for pursuit of her capabilities and
identity. Bu,t what about identity for this domestic worker, and development of her capabilitiesP Betty Friedan is not involved in this
problem. But we are.
This working woman rarely has time for anlthing but the most
essential tasks. Yet the "feminine mystique" has spun a spider's web
about her, telling her she is not able to concern herself with anything
else-she is really not fft. She has no responsibility for policy in the
organizations to which she may belong, she believes; her role is
to be a follower and to do the most routine of tasks.
It would be stupid to say this pioture paints all women. But we
must agree that this describes the majority of working women. If
u,e do not recognize the problem, we will be unable to cope with it.

Vi.tal Role of Women
Is it important that these working women and working-class houselvives make their contribution to society and ffnd an identity?

The deep involvement and militancy of heroic Negro women in
the marches and sit-ins of the Freedom Movement points up this need.
The faot that the peace movement in the United States is composed
largely of women points up the need for considering the problem of

women in the present day more seriously. Would not a base of
working-class women in the peace movement add additional signiffcance and power?

Giving more attention to the problems of working-class wornen
can only result in building a powerful reservoir for work in the peace
and freedom movernents, in the trade unions and other progressive
organizations.
What, then, can be done?
Betty Friedan sees the answer in additional opportunities for
education. Women should be subsidized, she says, so they can study
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and develop
F"qr"lug: to perform a signiffcant role in the professional and cultural ffelds. She sees the need of a Gl-kind of 6itt for
r-lzhere, prossibly, part-time college-level study can be organlvoloen,
ized so the wornan with
family can pay attention to her family
-a
and, yet continue her studies on a day to day basis.
There is certainly nothing wrong with this. Women with small
clrildren should, indeed, press for a recognition of their need for
continuing education. with many working-class women, this vrill
eonsist, nqt oly of custom-built educational forms at a college level,
but at a high school level. Basically required are free edu-cational
opportunities, which take into consideration t}at children must be
cared for while the mother is studying. There could be staggered
courses
!#"g place at various hours of the day, baby-sitter cooperatives, television courses, accredited, during the day. All this dould

be useful.
pmy working-class women, however, it is impractical to be- For t!3,t
lieve
they will have the time and money to spend to get
their college degrees, even though the goal of further f6rmal edtrLtion, to be won individually and collectively, should not be ignored.
Nevertheless it is of utmost imlnrtance for working-class woiren to
receive education and training. An e,arnest and non-routine approach
is necessary. In the trade unions and other progressive and w6rkingclass organizations, study groups and serninars should be organizJd
speciffcally for women, aimed at broadening their knowleige of
the political and economic life around them, and invorving them in

activities.

committees of men and women should be responsible for this.
'fhey must rcalize that careful and persistent approaches must be
macle to recruit women into such courses. concern about caring for
the children so that she can attend such courses must be sharj by
such cornmittees and methods created so that this can be achieved.
This_
Tay_mean working with husbands so tl,at they understand this
need for development of women's horizons.
Such attention to women will undoubtedly result in the strengthening of the organizations which promote it. These committees ihould
work with individual promising women and promote them to
Ieadership. But their main tasks should be pushing forward the
more backward women who are slow to respond to th" needs of the

organization.

When women are aroused, they have made heroic marks on the
of history. From the d_ays of slavery tluough the days of
ftghting for the right to vote by women, to the *o-er,
canvas

-*rlhirrg
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on the pieket lines for Peace, or sitting down in the sheots and courthouses of tt e country for an end to segegation, women can be proud
of their militancy and their achievements. These womell should be
$ven consideration and help in their problerns and assistance in
t}ese struggles. Hundreds and thousands more women must be
involved.

True Equality
It is hardly necessary to point out that, as with all problems of
the working class, socialism with its true c.oncern for the individual,
is the ultimato auswer for striking down the barriers which prohibit
development of women.
WhA the Soviet Union was living through its earliest and most
perilous years, Lenin gave his attention to this question. He cited as
one of the "ffrst and rnost imlrcrtant tasks" of the new country,
overcoming the degraded position of women, particularly felt in
every day family life.
He oonsidered release from household drudgery a prime task:
". . . most of this housework is totally unproductive, most barbarous
and most arduous. This labor is extremely petty and contains nothing
that would in the slighitest degree facilitate the development of
women," He said, "As long ,as women are engaged in housework
their position is still a restricted one. ln order to achieve the complete emancipation of wornen and to make them really equal with
*en, wo rrrust have. . . the participation of women in general productive labor. Then women will occupy the same position as men."
He clariffed, further: "This, of course, does not mean that women
must be exactly equal with men in the productivity of labor and
amount of labor, duration of labor, etc. But it does mean that women
shall not be in an oppressed economic position compared with men."
And in the Soviet Union working-class and peasant women went on
to become university professors, doctors, factory supervisors, judges,
and expert technicians in the production Processes.
The health and safety measures for working women, which Lenin
indicates when he discusses that equality, does not mean equal dura-tion, etc., in labor-these measures exist in shops and offices in our
Soc&zl,isnt Gua,rontees

own country, through government regulation. It is of prirne importanco
that these measures of rest periods and safety measures are enforced
by the trade unions. Trade unions might also be concerned with
the need for well-run free, or low-cost nurseries, where children of
working families can be cared for until the parent returns from work.
Women, who cannot attend formal classes, can meet with other
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women in srnall study grourps.,There they can read. and study in
chosen ffelds. This applies both
'to *om*, who are working'and
women in the homes. These women can decide among them"selves
how-the baby-sitters can be taken care of in a joint efiort. Husbands
can help here, or joint baby-sitters can be hired, to take care of several children at once.
As Betty Friedan sees it, the 'Teminine mystique,,, is choking the
potentiality of wornen by keeping them remot" frorn the world" and
its work, and thus, in an inferior position to men. she is rightfully
concerned about the unhappiness and futility felt by *urry]
women.
This

-ury

a very important consideration for fostering the development of^is
women and stepping up_ their participation. Bit rnore important, is the fact that not only are her numbers needed in the important
movements of tod,ay which may decide our country,s couise for
years to come, but women's talents and abilities mlrst be fostered
and developed to enrich these struggles.
It_ is my
that this article, which is only a beginning discussion
-hope
of this problern,
may initiate further discussion.

ERIK BERT

Another Look at the TR Statemert
Now that more than a year has
elapsed since the publication of
the Triple Revolution statement,

"strengthen the bargaining position of labor." Its impact would
be similar to that of the minimum

it is worth while taking another wage. ("For a

Iook at the document and at some

of the discussion inspired by it.

I
The discussion has foeused
Iargely on the "guaranteed income" proposal which was widely
interpreted, by friend and foe, as
a kind of national free lunch
counter. The Ad Hoc Committee

on the Triple Revolution had

urged, in its statement of March
22, 1964, that "society, through
its appropriate legal and governmental institutions, undertake an

unqualified commitment to provide every individual and every
family with an adequate income
as a matter of right."
Those who favorecl it saw the
proposal as a necessary device for
disposing of the goods extruded
by the cybernated cornucopia,
which would otherwise smother
us. The opposition saw the proposal as a monstrous dole, undermining the struggle for jobs. In
contrast, Michael D. Reagan, one
of the TR signers, argues that
the guaranteed income would

Guaranteed In-

come," New Yodt, Times Magazi,ne,
June 7, 1964.)

It has been argued that the
struggle for a "guaranteed income" for the jobless-the flgure
of $3,000 per family has been
suggested-will hamper the struggle against poverty, because the
struggle against poverty must be
a struggle for jobs. The same
minimum gnarantee has been condemned, on the other hand, as
being inadequate.

Furthermore, the Monthlg Reis fearful that the capitalist
class will accept the guaranteed

vi,ew

income proposal. This would
"tend to dull the sense of anger
and outrage," "would be, like religion, an opiate of the people,
tending to strengthen the status
quo," and would, thus, divert us
from a "genuinely revolutionary
movement." ("The Triple Revolution," Montltly Reaiew, November
1964.)

Tlte pros aniL cons oi,ted, aboae

fail to deal wi,th the central fa,ct,
that the poorest people of this
nati,on are $11 billion below the
5l
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in qnrutal ,inconte,
accord,ing to an estim,ate of the
Counci,l of Economi,c Ailai,sers;

poaertu li,ne

that an add,i.ti,on to thei,r income of
$11 billi,on ,is necessarg to bring
the.m up to the pooertg line. The
struggle for a guaranteed minimum annual income is not a struggle against jobs for all; it i,s a

struggle
standard,

for a

nuini.mum d,ecent

of liaing for all, wi,th or

wtthout jobs.
The import of the guaranteed
income proposal was suggested
long before the Ad Hoc group
appeared on the scene, in the tiUe
of a Communist Party pamphlet
in the 1930s: Work or Wages.
While the title limped theoretically, as was pointed out at that
time, it did present, emphatically,
the demand of the working class
that the capitalist state assure
jobs or, in the absence of jobs,
the means to sustain life.
The TR statement deals with
the guaranteed income idea in two
variants; in one, as an extension
of existing welfare assistance; in
the other, as bridging the allegedly
widening cleft between prodigious
production and few or no jobs.
One variant relates to the presen!
the other to the threatening
future.
In the words of the Ad Hoc
Committee, in the first variant:
"The unqualified right to an income would take the place of the
patchwork of welfare measuresfrom unemployment insurance to
relief-designed to ensure that no
citizen or resident of the U.S.
actually starves."
On the other hand, Richard

Loring believes that the TR statement, in "taking its stand that
consumption should be divorced
from the employment and everyone should have 'the unqualified
right to an income'r, . . . ,,is going
even beyond the basic principles
of socialism" . . . "is actually talking about what amounts to a
future Communist society. . . .,,
(C orn munist C ommentary on,, T he
Tri,ple Reaolution,', Los Angeles,
May 1964, mimeo.)
The fundamental significance
of the TR guaranteed income proposal lies, however, in the demand
that capitalist society should provide the 35 million living below
the poverty line, with a decent
Iivelihood-eaen if it cannot, will
not, proaide jobs for alt. It is, in
effect, a demand that the federal
government appropriate the $11
billion required to bring the B6
million who are under the poverty
line up to the 98,000 family income level.

The guaranteed income demand

is a clear answer to a specific
issue. It is incumbent on those

who oppose it to provide an alter-

native answer to the specific issue:
h,ow sha,ll the rni,ttions who persi,st, i,n poaertg---,toi,th or without

jobs

- be
eaistence.

proaided,

a

d,ecent

The demand for a 92.00 federal
minimum wage, with pervasive
coverage, is such a specific proposal. The demand for adequate
federal standards of unemployment insurance and of welfare
assistance is another such proposal. The demand for an adequate
income, guaranteed by the federal

MIE TN
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government, covers both areas. It
would embrace, in addition, millions of poverty-stricken farmers
and other self-employed persons.
In a speech last fall to the
South Dakota Farmers Union convention, James Patton, National
Farmers Union president, urged
legislation guaranteeing "family
farmers . annual net income,
before income taxes, of not more
than $5,000 per family farm .
after all costs of production have
been taken into account." Patton
offered this "new concept" because the programs for which the
Farmers Union has fought have
turned to ashes. The extinction of
the small farmer$, and of the
middle-size ("family") farmers
who constitute the base of the
Farmers Union membership, goes
on inexorably. That is why Patton
demanded a guaranteed annual income for the "family" farmers,
even though, he added: "We will
be accused of soeialism. We will
be accused of seeking to destroy

the free enterprise system."
("Proposals for Prosperity,"

Congressi,onal Record, October 20,
1964. pp. A5389-5390.)
The guaranteed annual ineome

proposal leads a double life in
the Triple Revolution. It is offered
on the one hand, as we have saial,
as an extension of existing welfare disbursements. On the other
hand, it deals not with the ills of

this world, but with the far

greater ills that the Ad Hoc supporters prophesy. In its second
variant the guaranteed income
proposal relates to a world where
only a few men work.

But th,e fundamental, issue 'ts
thedemandforafederallUguaranteeil adequa,te income for
oZl. This demand, which has been
supported by the Ad Hoc group,
should be distinguished severely
from the extrapolation by this
group into the wild blue. Otherwise it is possible, as has been
demonstrated in the TR discussion
during the past year, that the need,
for say, an $11 billion addition
to the income of the poorest will
be forgotten, while the battle rages
on the Utopian fields which the
Ad Hoc knights have chosen as

the

arena.

II
One of the crucial problems
facing the Ad Hoc group is the
relation between the struggle for
immediate demands and the eman-

cipation of humanity from the
evils of capitalism. The TR statement holds, for example, that:
"The demand of the civil rights
movement" for jobs for Negroes
"cannot be fulfilled within the
present context of society" because

the "social community" which the
Negro seeks to enter, and which
is based on the "tradition of workand-incomer" is in the "proeess
of vanishing" because "jobs are
disappearing under the impact of
highly efficient, progressively less
costly maehines."
In saying that the job fieht
for Negroes cannot be won, the
Ad Hoc Committee declares, in
effect, that the struggle for eivil
rights cannot be victorious under
capitalism. Theoretically, this is
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false. There is nothing in the
nature of capitalist relations to
prevent Negroes from acquiring
the same rights as whites. Whether
these rights will be won under
capitalism is another question.
Capitalism breeds unemployment, that embraces the entire
working class. Until the struggle
for civil rights is won, the Negro
people will suffer most under the
"normal" functioning of capitalism. But that does not prove, as
the Ad Hoc group implies, that
the struggle for civil rights, including victory on the jobs front,
cannot be won. The Ad Hoc committee is, therefore, wrong in asserting the im,possi,bi,litU af civil
rights being won under capitalism. That position has serious
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the Crowleys advise. They disdain the "little alleviating" that
this would achieve, and urge the
working class to hasten after the
"desireable new state of society,,
instead.

They warn also that "all attempts to reclaim some of the Iost
jobs" from the capitalists by ,,reducing hours, etc., only serve to

unleash new rounds

of

auto-

mation."
The Crowleys argue that the
fight for jobs for Negroes is in
vain because of automation, But
automati,on has nothing to d,o wi,th
thei,r cq,se. Thus, they preq,cll
fatal,ism anil counsel passitsitg in
re,l,atiom to the ri,ght to aote anil

to ,integrated, ed,ucati,on. They deit is not worth fighting
consequences.
for the right to vote, for the vote
It is a call to inaction on the will be "nullifled by class bias of
issue of jobs, though this issue the electoral system." Similarly,
is an integral part of the civil integrated schools are not worth
rights revolution which the TR the struggle, for such schools prostatement endorses. Worse, it pro- vide only "unsegregated indocvides the basis for subverting the trination." Their position is, in
civil rights struggle from im- short, that it is not worth fightmediate democratic demands, and ing for jobs for Negroes since,
diverting it to so-called "revolu- even if such jobs were won, capitionary" objectives. George and talism would remain; it is not
Louise Crow]ey, in their article worth fighting for the right to
"Beyond Automation" make this vote since, even if the right were
plain. They, too, call for inaction won, capitalism would remain; it
on the job issue. They argue that is not worth fighting for inteit is not worth flghting for jobs grated education since, even if
for Negroes, for the jobs it were won, capitalism would
will "soon (be) lost to automa- remain.
lion." (Monthly Reai,ew, NovemThe Ad Hoc position orr jobs
ber 1964.) Joblessness resulting for Negroes implies that the
from the automation should not struggle for jobs, for the shorter
be countered by attempts of the work week, even for the public
working class to "hold on to exist- works programs that the Ad Hoe
ing jobs and to create others,', Committee itself supports, is in
clare that
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vain, because the world of jobs
is vanishing. It implies not only
that no gains can be achieved, but
that no defensive battles can be
won, to forestall further deterioration. The Ad Hoc no-jobs plank
is, therefore, a call to inaction, to
passivity, to acceptance of the
repression which capitalism visits

on the working class-all in the
name of the coming "new societY."
The Crowleys extend the opposition to reforms to the whole

is no longer viable"; that the contradictions in our situation demand a "fundamental reexamination of existing values and insti-

tutions"; that

"fundamental

changes" in our society are neces-

sary. Its programmatic eeonomic
goal is "the conscious and rational
direction of economic life by planning institutions under democratic
control," a "political and economic

order in which wealth is
tributed by and for people,

disand

front. They argue that the re- used for the widest social beneflt."
Underlying the Ad Hoc's performs which the "'enlightened'
wing" of the capitalist class ad- spective of planning and democvances, or accedes to, because it racy is the "central assumption"
"sees advantages

in

social tran-

quility," are as much to be

abprogram advanced

horred as the
by the most reactionary wing of
the capitalist class. They spurn
such a reform program even

that "the nation is moving into a
society in which production of
goods and services is not the only
or perhaps the chief means of
distributing income."
But, if we are to foresake capitalism as the Ad Hoc perspective
implies, the question presents itself: What is goi,ng to be done
about the prioate ownershi,p of the

it "may alleviate poverty;
it may end racial discrimination;
it may thaw the Cold War and
cool off the hot ones; it may considerably reform the economic nlea,ns of producti.on? The Ad
structure." None of this shoddY Hoc supporters avoid that quesmerchandise for the Crowleys ! tion. But without a resolution of

though

For they know that the capitalist
class

will

make these concessions

only to "secure a more plaeid

population, more conformable to
its control." The Crowleys thus re-

ject the struggle for concessions,
spurn partial suecesses; and argue
there is no crucial difference between a fascist and a non-fascist
capitalist course.

III
The Ad Hoc group holds that
"the industrial production system

capitalist private property, the
perspective of social planning
under democratic eontrol is at best
daydreaming.
The Crowleys disintegrate capitalist ownership with a few chosen
words. The cybernation revolution,

they say, "points away from private ownership of the means of
production, but not toward their
collective ownership"; there will
be neither "ownetship nor management" of the "fully automated
productive complex." "Who owns
the air?" they ask as a clincher.
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The implication is that the expropriation of the capitalists by a
socialist state is a futile gesture,
or worse, for non-ownership is on
the order of the day.
IV
IVhile the Ad Hoc group has
no idea how we are going to get

off the capitalist spot, it is agreed
on relegating the working class

to &n auxiliary role in
change.

social

Its statement accepts

continuing,

if

the

declining, existence

of the working class but considers

capitalism to a new society. This
is, in effect, a denial of the his-

torie and necessary role of the
working class in the replacement
of capitalist society by a new social system. To this end, Alice
Mary Hilton and the

Crowleys

provide substitute candidates for
the vanguard role.
The crucial role in social change,
Miss Hilton implies, belongs to

the "unorganized

consumer,,

(F ellow ship M ag azi,ne, May 1964)

And contrary to Marx

.

and
Engels, the Crowleys declare, .,the

its participation in social change
class is not the class to
only in its trade union aspeet. working
bring about this revolution.,, The
It sees the trade unions playing reason is that .,the working:
class
"an important and significant (is) mortally
concerned
to
role" in what they call the period preserve
the value of labor

of transition

between capitalism

and the "[ew soeiety."x
But the role which the Ad Hoc

group sees for the trade unions
during the "transition" is in fact
a program of liberal perspectives
under capitalism. It has nothing
to do with a transition from
* The tttransitiont' program proposed by the Ad Hoc committee includes mationwide development of
urban and interurban rapid transit

facilities; a "rpurblic power system
built on the albundance of coal in

distressed areas"

to

produce low-

cost powerl rehabilitation

of obso-

lete military bases for community
or educational use"; a ,,major revision of our tax structure aimed at
redistributing income as well as
apportioning the costs of the transition period equitably.,, The .,transi-

tion" suggestions contemplate .,expenditures of several billions more
each year than are now being spent

power"; and the ,'institutions,, of
the working class, presumably the
trade unions, .,will work to pre_
serve" the "continuance of the
value of human labor power.,,
That is, the working class objects to having its wages cut by
the capitalists and, through its

for, socially rewarding enterprises,
and a "larger role for the govern_

ment

in the economy.r,

Robert Theobald and James Boggs,

in a footnote to the

,.transiton,

section of the TR statement, declare

that "the specifie proposals outlined
in this section are more suitable for
meeting the prohlem of the scancity-

economic system,,
_
- capitalism
"than for advancing
through the
period of transition into the period

of abundance.,, firey see that the
TR "transition,, is not a transition
out of capitalism but a program
for changes within capitalism. Theobald and Boggs, however, of6er no
substitute.
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unions, resists such repression. this end they consign "the hardAs a consequence, the aim of the core unemployed and the Young
jobs;
working class, accurding to the people who will never flnd
Crowleys, "will be to contain the the ex-miners of Appalachia and
revolution." The working class the ex-auto workers of Detroit," a
movement and the socialist move- "great many of whom are Negro,
t'new many are Puerto Rican, Mexicanment "ean onlY hinder" the
society," and they "thus Prove American, and Indian."
For those who will not accePt
counter-reooluti,onmrE also" (mY
italics-EB). In brief, the work- the proposition that the lumPening elass, because it struggles proletariat will lead us into the
against the capitalist class to new society the Crowleys offer
maintain its living standards, is a more appealing idea. It is that
counter-revolutionary. The Crow- the revolution will be Paced, on
leys' "truly revolutionary class" the national scene, bY the "Negro
is the "lumPenProletariat," or struggle" ancl in the international

"lumpens" for short. These
"lumpens" "do not work; theY
do not expect to work again . .

they do not want to work." TheY
have a "common asPiration to consume the fruits of humanitY's conquest of nature without submitting to repressive social relations."
They "simply adjust to living on
welfare." To this "lumPen Proletariat" the CrowleYs assign the
"transformation of societY and
the transformation of man."
Capitalism is to be overthrown,
or superseded bY, the lumPenProletariat, whose chief characteristic is absence of class consciousness or eYen elementary class feeling. The CrowleYs attemPt to
disguise the nullitY of their vanguard by dumPing into it a mass
of non-lumpen working People. To

arena by the "colonial movements."

In the "icleology and tactics"

of

these two movements the CrowleYs

"read a forecast of the next steP
in man's humanization." The
Negro people and the colonial
people "prefigure the new society."
The purpose of this ProPosition
is the same as that of the Propositions that the revolution will be
lecl by the consumers, or bY the
lumpenproletariat. It is to destroy
the idea that the next steP in
society's advance can onlY be
achieved under the leadershiP of
the working class. The Purpose,
in respect to the international
scene, is to scuttle the historic
role played by the Soviet Union,
and the role that must be PlaYed
by the working class of the eaPi'
talist countries.

T JUDICIAI, SYSTEM
relation of the courts to them is
set forth in the Federal Fundamentals of Court Structure:
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The Soviet Judicial System
This book,* written by a young
American who lived in Moscow
for a year where he was studying
and gathering material for a doctoral dissertation on Soviet Law,
is a very interesting and at times
absorbing: presentation of trials
and court procedure in the So_
viet Union, and particularly in
Moscow. Actual cases are reported
as they were witnessed by the
author and these human interest
trials, often detailed with quoted
testimony, speeches and remarks
of judges and eounsel, make the
book of interest to the layman as
well as to the Iegal profession.
While divorces and some other
types of civil cases are briefly
discussed, the book deals mainly
with criminal cases and primarily
with those tried in the Iower
courts. The author has endeavored
to report on the administration of
the law as he witnessed it, in an
objective manner and from the
point of view of the Soviet people.
However, one brought up in a system of jurisprudence such as we
have here inevitably has set up
minimum standards as norms by
* George Feifer, Justice
in Mosand Schuster, $b.gb.

cozz, Simon
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which any other system is judged
and these are difficult to discard.
This was true for the author; it
is equally true for this reviewer.
Sooiet SocietE and, the Courts
There are two significant characteristics of the Soviet juridical
system that distinguish it from
ours. The first is its relationship
to the government; the second is
its relationship to the community.
Under our system, we consider

the judiciary, while part of the

government, to be outside of it,
capable of dealing impartially be_
tween it and the individual who
comes in conflict with it. Though

this is partly a flction, it is beof this dichotomy that the
courts are called upon to strike
down legislation or to enjoin ad_
cause

ministrative acts which are claimed to be unconstitutional or illegal. In the Soviet system, the
courts are frankly declared to be
an organ for carrying out governrnent policy. Since the basic aim
of its policy is to create a socialist
society and to foster and develop
socialist consciousness in its citi_
zens, the court is required to func_
tion as one of the important means
of such education and develop_
ment. The goals sought and the

In all of its activitY the court

of the USSR in a
spirit of dedication to the Fatherland and to Communism,'a spirit of
strict and steadfast observance of
Soviet laws, of concern for socialist

educates citizens

property .

of

respect

for

the

rights, honor and dignitY of citizens and for the rules of soeialist
living antl hehavior.
It is thus a commonplace for the
judge to chide a defendant, "That
rs an unheard of attitucle toward
work and life in our socialist society!" Or even to scold a witness, "You, the single Communist
present-what did you do to stop
the nonsense?" The educative Process is not confined to the courtroom where defendants and spectators are often lecturetl bY the

judge on proper conduct and behavio,r, but seminars on crime Pre'
vention are held bY the judges
and often trials are held in factories or collectives, if the offenses involved arose there.
The other aspect mentioned, the

relation of the courts to the community is manifested in manY
ways. Holding trials in the verY
places where offenders work or live
is but one. In every court, the
judge has two associates, called
"lay assessors," elected bY the
workers at factories ancl other
places of emPloYment who sit for
two weeks a Year for two Years.
They have equal Power with the
judge to question witnesses and
participate in all deeisions that
have to be made, including verdicts

and punishment. They can therefore outvote the judge whenever
they wish to do so. FrequentlY, the
factory where the defendant works
or the house in which he lives,
will vote to send a representative
to appear at the trial in its behalf
to express the views of his associates on his guilt or innocence,
his character and rePutation and
on possible sentence.
Human;istic Due Process
These two basic characteristics
Soviet jurisPrudence are reflectecl in the procedures at the
trial. The defendant's background,
his record at work, anY Previous
offenses or complaints against

of

him, are all explored in connection with the offense charged. It
il the particular man who is on

trial-not

any man who is charged
an
offense. This Permits witwith
nesses to testify who may know

nothing about the circumstances
of the particular offense, but as
fellow-workers or neighbors do
know a great deal about the man.
This is unlike our system, where
only af,ter a Person is found
guilty does the court concern itself with the particular man in
imposing sentence. In our courts,
all such matters are generally
deemed irrelevant and imProPer
at a trial. Under Soviet procedure
before the trial, every case is
investigated by the Police or
procurator (like the District Attorney), including an examination of the defendant, and all his
statements as well as those of witnesses are verified or disProved
before the trial. If the examina-
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tion discloses the defendant's in- tempted theft of a pair of boots
nocence, he is discharged without while apparently
in a drunken
a trial. The commission of the of- state; the same for a
taxi driver
fense charged is therefore gener- who hit and seriously injured
an
ally assumed or admitted by the elderly man on a stormy day, when
defendant, and the trial conceras the man suddenly stepped
off the
itself mainly with the cause and sidewalk; three years to each of
the circumstances thereof. De- four youth who stole three rolls
fendants frequently are unrepre- of tar paper from their factory;
sented by counsel, for their func- five years in a labor colony
under
tion at a trial is much more strict regime for assault with
inIimited than in our trials, where tent to rape, under very provocathey at times can be most deci- tive circumstances. These may be

sive.

selected and atypical, but one gets

In this country we pride our- the impression they are not un-

selves on the "due process,, and usual.
"fair trial" which every defendant
Nevertheless, the author,s imis presumably guaranteed by our pression from conversations with
common and constitutional law. people in many walks of life,
But in fact these safeguards are seems to be that the administraoften observed in the most me- tion of justice is generally rechanical and superficial ways. garded as fair and socially useful.

Not only have they been generalIy meaningless in the trial of Negroes in southern courts, but indigent defendants throughout the
country have all too frequenfly
been "railroaded" through socalled trials.
The Soviet concern about the
man involved in the offense-rather than the offense itself-reflected in the investigations which the
prosecutor must make, the presence of lay judges and the invited
participation of his neighbors and
co-workers at the trial, afford a
defendant a humanistie ,,due process" that is much more meaningful and profound than ours.
However, to this reader at least,
some of the sentences meted out in
the cases reported seem unduly severe and even harsh. For example,
one year in a labor colony for at-
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of the fuuctions of

the

There are already in practice Com-

courts, as was said, is PreciselY to
help develop this socialist con-

rade's Courts and Anti-Parasite
Tribunals administered bY factory, farm or apartment house.
These perspectives with regard
to the social character of erime
and social responsibility distin-

One

sciousness.

With this persPective there follows another develoPment, that of

community Policing of crime or
misbehavior. It is called "Obshchestvennost." At Present' the
eommunity may ParticiPate al
trials. lVith the gradual elimination of criminal Practices, the
need for government suPervision
will deeline, the courts will wither
away, and the "Obshchestvennost"
will do its own disciplining of misconduct and unsocial behavior.

guishes even the present administration of iustiee in the Soviet

Union from that of other counreflects a belief in and a
striving for a new kind of society
where such perspectives can be
realized. This is a tremendous
challenge to the rest of the world.

tries. It

The author has performed a very
useful service in bringing it to
the attention of his readers.

.& w. FoNT

s

The perspectives with respect to
criminal conduct in the developing future and its eontrol seem
to Iie in two directions. On the
one hand, there is the firm belief
of those active in criminal administration, including defense lawyers, that the changing society in
which they live is creating a

The AFL's Formative Years

changed

Of course it is not enough to
say, in your fifties or older, Your
life has spanned all three of them. marvel over such a Phenomenon,
And if your ideas are at all ad- one should try to understand and
vanced, politically speaking, You explain it. To attempt to do so

man-a Socialist manand that this will be reflected in

his behavior. As one judge said
to the author:
Only when eyeryone is fully conscious of what it means to be a So.
viet citizen will there be no crime.
There is no such thing as human
nature. Man is the product of his

surroundings, of the social and economic system whieh molds him.

Change the mold and you change

the man.

In its

80 years of existence the

American Federation of

Labor
(now the AFL-CIO) has had onlY

three presidents: Samuel Gompers, William Green, and George
Meany. (We ignore a fourth who
served 1394-5.)

If

You are, let's

have probably alwaYs been more or
less in opposition to whoever haP-

at any moment to be President of the AFL.
Class collaborationism and Political conservatism have been the
hallmarks of AFL Presidents and
of the organization itself ever

pened

since American imperialism matured-in other words, since the
Twentieth Century began. The
marvel is that so anachronistie
an organization as the American
Federation of Labor has so long
endured.

would take us beyond the intended

of this review and further
than space limitations permit.
But a simple-minded stab at it
could be stated in the following
scope

terms: For the protection of workers even a poor organization is
better than none at all. In fact, the
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absence of an organization would
represent a vacuum which would
inevitably have to be filled. Such

is the law of class struggle. One
thinks, for example, of the Inter-

national Longshoremen's Association when it was under the lead-

boom

of capitalist prosperity

and
expansio,n, and the accompanying

misery and poverty of the masses
of workers; the upsurge of unionism and of the socialist movement
together with the employers, ruthless drive to break strikes and to
crush the unions-through political power, bribery, and naked vio-

ership of the late "King', Joe
Ryan. A less perfect instrument
for the protection of workers, lence.
rights can hardly be imagined.
What follows in the History
Yet it cannot be seriously sug- does not make a pleasant story. In
gested that the longshoremen faet, it is rather depressing, for
would have been better off without it tells in documented detail, in
their union, Joe Ryan and all. case after case, how the legitiCertainly the members didn't mate aspirations of the workers,
think so.
who were ready to fight for their
These random and rather gloomy rights, were repeatedly thwarted
thoughts are occasioned by two by the ineptness, the villainy and,
wholly unrelated events: on the basically, by the ideological backone hand we have recently been wardness and bankruptcy of their

reading the saber-rattling speeches

leaders.

George
Meany in which these two contemporary, aging, labor leaders took a

scribe the unholy alliance between

of David Dubinsky and

position somewhat to the right of
President Johnson in foreign policy; and on the other hand we have
just read Philip S. Foner's I/istorg of the Labor Moaement in the
United, Statas, Volume .LII.* This
volume is subtitled : The Poli,cies
qnd, Practices of the Arnerican
Fed,eration

of Labor,

L900-1909,

**tE

Foner's opening chapters portray the opening of the Twentieth
Century with its contrasts and
contradictions; with its vigorous
* Philip S. Foner, Historg of the
Labor Mooement ,i,n the United

Statesz Volume .I11, International
Publishers, New York, 1964. Cloth,
$7.60.

Chapters three and

four

de-

a section of the AFL top leadership and the leadership of U.S.
finance capital as exemplified in
the National Civic Federation.
The NCF, that monstrous offspring of ill-mated parents, continued to plague the American labor movement for three decades
until, during the militant drive
of the'thirties, it faded belatedly
from the scene. But, at that, the
NCF was the conspicuous symbol,

not the totality, of the class-togetherness which marred the
AFL.

In the history of the AFL during the first ten years of the present century is to be found the

root-and sometimes the stalk and
flower-of many of the ills which
curb and distract the labor move-

AFI,S EARI.Y

YEANS

ment to this day. Take "Business
Unionism," for examPle. In an
early chapter Foner shows how,
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political action. And these policies
remain, modified but not basicallY
changed, in our own day.

in the 19th CenturY, this started

as a serious attempt to introduce
stability, firm financing, and ProPer accounting methods into the

The hundreds of pages which
spell out the deficiencies of the old
ranging from political backit
was
AFL,
long,
unions. But, before
perverted into a system, essen- wardness to outright corruPtion,
tially, of selling union service to are brightened occasionallY bY a
the membership-a "business" in gleam, as of the proverbial good
deed in a wicked world. The rewhich the businessman ("leader")
enrieh
surgent militancy of the workers,
was often out mainlY to
the incorruptible steadfastness of
himself.
dedicated leaders, the selfless sacThen there is the chapter on rifices of unsung heroes, the Prin"Craft Versus Industrial Union- cipled clarity of some of the soism" in which we see the Federa- cialist-minded-these are present
tion sticking to its old craft lines too in a history which is dominated
despite the new develoPment of by the less worthy.
The last three chaPters of the
huge industrial plants crYing for
vertical organization. And we book afford partial relief from the
learn of the destructive jurisdic- prevailing picture of opportunism,
tional disputes and union scabbing error, and malice. They deal rewhich persist to this daY where spectively with the socialist polcraft unions persist. We are told icy of "boring from within"; with
of the methods and Policies which the Western Federation of Miners
left women largely unorganized; (now surviving as the independent
of the Negro-exclusion PolicY Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers)
which remains as a Practice of and their brave resistance to overt
many unions even where the law military repression; and with the
has nominally banished the policy. American Labor Union, a fightA chapter on immigrant workers ing organization which tried for a
pays tribute to the Positive con- while to fill some of the gaps left
tributions the foreign born have vacant by the AFL.
Dr. Foner's plan for his book
made to the labor movement-at
the same time as we are remincled accounts in part for what maY iniof some shameful Pages of labor tially appear as a eertain onehistory where immigrant workers sidedness. Foner's Plan for his
were reviled and the exclusion of multi-volume history of our labor
Asians advocated. Three chaPters movement calls for a sequel to the
deal with the political policies of present volume which will PartlY
the AFL. These Policies centereal overlap it chronologicallY. Rearound a rejection of both so- served for Volume IV is the storY
cialist ideas and of independent of the Industrial Workers of the
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World-the IWW-which is
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al-

most totally, and somewhat artificially, excluded from mention
in the present volume. If it had
been possible within the scope
of Volume III to include the IWW
and its surrounding movements,
this might have served to offset
to some degree the picture which
evolves of a working class constantly frustrated either directly
by the capitalists or indirectly by
the lieutenants of the capitalists
within the labor movement. The
dissent, which manifested itself
most conspicuously in the IWW,
will be compartmented into a separate volume.
Dr. Foner's research for the
present book took him, among
other prime sources, to the archives of the American Federation
of Labor in Washington, D. C.
There, for many years, working
in the musty old basement, he had
the opportunity to examine great
piles of correspondence and irreplaceable copies of leaflets and
pamphlets. Most of this material
was later destroyed when the AFL
moved to new quarters. The destruction of this material was an
irremediable Ioss and Foner has
done a great service, not only to
the lay reader but also to future

historians, in preserving at least
some of the treasure through his
liberal use of documented quota-

tions'

16 *
*
Philip Foner reminds us, and
rve say this in envy not in malice,
of the important speaker who did
not have time to make a short
speech.

In four volumes he gave us

the Li,fe and Writings ol Fredericlc Douglnss. He has turned out
two volumes on the history of
Cuba, and that's just the beginning. His first three volumes of
Iabor history have not gotten past
the ffrst decade of the 1900,s.
These volumes are merely the introductory sections of a monumental work of fresh research and

intelligent analysis.
A new, stirring, young generation could make good use of a onevolume history of the labor movement, up-to-date, emphasizing the
inspiring, dogged, fighting qualities of the American working class
and written with the keen Marxist insight of a Philip Foner. fn
fact, we'd like to see Foner take
time out right now to write that
book himself. In the meantime,
we are told, Volume IV is in the
works and we will be very happy
to see it.
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